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The race is on
for president
1

by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

Student Government's
Campaign '84 kicked off with
a total of five tickets of two
students each running for student body president and vice
president in the March 27-28
spring elections.
This is the first year that
the
president ial and vice
111
~ presidential candidates have
~ had to run with a partner in
~ order to meet student governE
;= ment st atutes.
In alphabetical order, the
teams of candidates running
An officer with the Orange County Sheriff's Department prepares to give a student a tour of for president and vice presithe "BAT" (breath alcohol testing) mobile. The demonstrations were part of Alcohol dent are Stuart James and
Cindy Spraker; John Linge
Awareness Week. See story on page 8.
and Nicholas Barone; Rob
Rotter . and Randy Bunkley;
John Sowinski and Tim
by Wayne Starr
fro·m students regarding the fairness of the Albrecht; and Rasesh ThakFuture news
proceedings, he and UCF Police Chief Ronald kar and John Gill.
Following are brief profiles
Seacrist have agreed to restructure the proof the candidates:
cess.
The Traffic Appeals Committee will meet
eStuart James/Cindy
"We want to make sure that the committee
for the first time in three months on March 20
understands exactly what we 're supposed to Spraker- James, running for
to begin wading through a backlog of more
than 200 appeals.
do, what authority we have, and how we can president, is currently the
be more efficient and consistent with our deci- chairman of the Activity and
The jam-up .was created when former comService Fee Committee and
sions,'' Leftwich said.
mittee chairman Jim Eller became ill. His
In addition to Leftwich, who as chairman the senate's Organizations,
replacement, civil engineering professor Scot
can vote only to break a tie, the committee Appropriations and Finance
Leftwich, recommended by Faculty Senate
consists of six members- two students, two , Committee. He has served in
Chairman Dr. Tracy Campbell, was not apstaff members and two persons not the senate for a year and a
pointed until Feb. 10, and since that date no
half. Jam es is a postmeetings have taken place.
baccalaureate
st~dent majorAppeal, page 7
Leftwich says that because of complaints

Getting the tour

ing in communications.
Spraker, running for vice
president, is the senate's pro
tempore, and as such, is a
member of all of the body's
committees. In addition, she
served in the senate last year
and was a committee chairwoman. She is a sophomore
majoring in computer science.
"Our knowledge of the
system, and the ability to
make the system work for
students makes us the clear
cut leaders," James said.

CAMPAIGN

Committee to take ticket appeals

Future news

UCF faces a $502,820 loss
this year because the university failed to meet high enrollment projections set by the
Florida Legislature last summer.
The Legislature voted to increase enrollment to try to
level off the number of
students in other Florida
universities.
According to state law, if a
school 's enrollment is more
than 5 percent below proj ections, it must retunra portion
of its state-allocated funds.
UCF fell short of the mark
by 600 students.
Enrollment projections for
the 1984-85 academic year are
set at 17,628, but that figure
could be pulled down
somewhat after a budget
review, according to Dr. John
Bolte, vice pre ident for
academic affairs.
Bolte confirmed this year '

budget loss and said the cutback will be felt mainly in the
area of equipment, repairs
and maintenance.
The figure represents
$270,37 4 lost in tuition and
$232,446 that has been
returned to the state.

by .

Roger

Managing

Simmons
editor

Just over 50 percent of the
504 students who took part in
a survey on the proposed
athletic fee said they favor
the current athletic fee of
$1.42 per credit hour.
The survey was conducted
Tuesday and \Vednesday by
the Society of Cm1cerned
Studen~s to help gather information to present to the
Board of Regents on student
sentiment toward the proposed fee. The BOR is slated to
decide later this month on the
fee.
The students who took part
in the survey were presented
with three options to present
their opinion. Students could
state that they support the
current fee, favor the proposed fee of $1.42 per credit hour,
plus a flat fee of $15 per

However, he said UCF
received $5 million more in
this year's budget 1 or $4.5
million after subtracting the
loss. He also said the budget
cut will not affect summer
course offerings. Instead, the
summer budget shows a 1 7 .
percent increase over last
year.
The state is allocating
about $1.8 million to pay
faculty members this summer, compared with $1.5
million last summer. This
budget increase will permit
UCF to employ about 30 more
instructors than last summer
"to enhance our course offerings," Bolte said.

Race, page 9

Keep fee
same rate
survey says

Low enrollment
may cost $502,820
by Angela Barham

eJohn Linge/Nicholas
Barone- Running because
"student government needs
new faces," both Linge and
Barone have no previous student government experience.
If elected, Linge said he

Students line up to take survey.

)

Survey, page 5

Page 2
A look at
people, places
and events
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News beat
Library will be open during break
Anne Marie Allison, director of the UCF library, has ·announced the following schedule for library hours during spring
break. The library will be closed Saturday and Sunday. On
Monday through Friday it will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. It
will be closed next Saturday and will its res~me regular
schedule next Sunday.

Conference studies science careers
A conference will be held at UCF March 24 to make young
women aware of job opportunities in the engineering, science
and math-related fields. "Expanding Your Horizo~s." sponsored by IBM, Mobil Oil Co. and the Math/Science Network,
will give girls in the ninth through twelfth grades the chance to
meet local women professionals and to learn how to prepare
themselves academically for entry into these fields. Cost for
the conference is $4 to cover lunch. For more information call
Joy Cittadino at 275-2504.

International students throw party
The Association of International Students is sponsoring a
concert/dinner party March 23 in the Student Center
Auditorium at 7 p.m. There will be live entertainment featurThe UCF Board of Publications has picked a new editor in chief and business manager for the
ing musical styles from other nations. The party is free for
students with their UCF ID cards and $2 for the public. For Future. Mike Rhodes, left, and Pam Gimson, right, will take the helm of the student publication
in May, with the approval of President Trevor Colbourn. Rhodes will succeed Julie Norris as
more information call 275-2653.
editor in chief and Gimson will take Business Manager Phil Storey's post.

Under- new management

Trips to Spain, France planned

The UCF Department of Foreign Language is sponsoring
two trips this summer, one to Spain and the other to Fr~nce.
The programs are open to all students in the State University
System, secondary school teachers, as well as any others interested in learning-the language and culture of these countries
firsthand. The Spain tour will include studies in cities like
Madrid, Seville and Salamanca. The group will leave from
Miami June 26 and will return sometime between August 4
and 18. Cost is $1,875 plus UCF tuition. The entourage to
France will leave June 25 and will return between Aug. 5 and
12. The group will study at the Centre d'etudes francoamericain in Lisieux and each student will live with a French
family. Cost for the trip is $1,550 plus UCF tuition. Deadline
for applying is April 30. For more information call 275-2466.

People in the news

Twelve UCF students attended the 13th Annual
Model Senate at Stetson
University March 1-3. The
participants were Deborah
Ansbro, Andrea Darner,
William
Dietz,
A.L.
Ferguson, Rocky Haag,
Stuart James, Monty Knox,
Joseph Maguire, Peter Martin, Eva Panlilio, Frederick
Schmidt and Alton White.
The students played the roles
The Academic Peer Advisement Team will be available for of various U.S. senators such
consul.t ation for students in the College of A~ts and Sciences
from March 19 to April 10 from 1to5 p.m: The team will be in
room 282 of the Administration Building. Also, applications
are being accepted for the 1984-85 Academic Peer Advisement
Team. Requirements are an overall grade point average of 2.5,
an interest in academic advisement and a desire to work with
the incoming freshman class. Applications are in the Counseling and Testing Center, AD 145.

Peer advisement sessions set

secretarial responsibilities for
Dr. Robert Martin, department chairman, and the
department's 22 instructors.
A way from the office, Carol
spends her time with her hus- band, Bob, and their two
sons, Jonathan, 10 and
Michael, 8. She is also president of Columbia Elementary
A secretary in Instructional School's PTA and historian
Programs has been chosen and committee member for a
UCF Employee of the Month. Cub Scout pack.
Carol Rumph handles
as Jessie Helms and Robert
Dole and "enacted" legislation. The group garnered six
awards at the senate, which
was also attended by
representatives from seven
other colleges.

•••

Campus close-up

Chi Phi fraternity to start back up
The former UCF chapter of the Chi Phi fraternity will be reestablished. Assistant National Director Doug Givan will be
at the chapter house at 3666 Aristotle Ave. March 19 to begin
University puts the whamplanning activities for the fraternity. Interested men may at- my on hypnotist's perfor·
tend informational meetings at the house March 21and22 at 7 mances- Performing hypp.m. or call Givan after March 19 at 273-5565.
notist George Vaughn
Lowther displeased his Northwestern University audience when he reportedly
The theater department is offering a theater repertory returned an NU student to a
course during the "A" term of the summer semester from 2 to ''past life'' to re-live a murder4 p.m. daily for four credit hours. For more information call Dr.
suicide. University officials
Marilyn McKay at 275-2862.
may ban· further performances by Lowther, who has
performed at NU for the last
Dr. Dee Blume of the UCF education department, along with
five years, because they
her husband Dr. Robert Blume, will be leading a tour to
believe he showed a lack of
England June 30 to July 21. The itinerary includes one we~k of
judgment in the incident.
sightseeing and two weeks of study at Bulmershe College of
Higher Education in Reading. A portion of the tour will be
devoted to studying teaching methods in English elementary,
Gay groups file discriminamiddle and high schools. Cost for the trip is $2, 169 plus tuition. Deadline for application is May 1. For more information tion suit- Gay groups at the
University of Pennsylvania
call Blume at 275-2426.
and Temple University have
filed suit saying the schools
discriminatory
The Computer Scholarship Matching Service offers· to find allow
five to 25 sources of financial aid for students for a fee of $45. organizations to recruit on
CSMS finds financial assistance for trade schools, vocational campus. The groups in quesschools, correspondence schools, business schools and colleges tion are the military, the
and universities. For more information call CSMS at &31-7702. Federal Bu!~au of Investiga-

Theater course offered for summer

tion and the Central Intelligence Agency.

•••
Christian group, radio station may lose funding- A
Christian women's group and
a college radio station at
Texas Tech University may
have their student government funding cut because the
student senate says its appropriations of the organizations is a violation of churchstate separation. The radio
station, which airs a religious
program, may cancel it to
save other funding.

Students to study English schools

•••

Computer service finds student aid

next fall.

•••
Also at USF- Student
groups on campus are charging the USF administration
with negligence and nonchalance in the hiring of a
music professor who was accused of 14 counts of sexual
harassment at his former job
at Michigan State University.
Stanley DeRusha, USF's
band director, is suing MSU
for $3 million because he says
officials there violated an
agreement not to speak
publicly about the allegations. In the meantime, USF
officials are attempting to investigate the allegations and
review DeRusha's hiring.
(From the USF Oracle)

No Future
Fees may go up down
south- A committee at the
University of South Florida
has proposed increases in the
school's Activity and Service
Fee, Health Fee and the
Athletic Fee. The proposed increases would boost the
average student's tuition $34

There will not be an
issue of the Future
during spring break.
The paper will return
to
the campus
newsstands March
23.
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Austin: Apathy keeps BSU sluggish
by Rick Brunson
News editor

.-·

The Future recently interviewed Sabrina Austin, president of UCF's Black Student
Union, to get her views about
the status of UCF's black
students and what the BSU is
doing to support them.

What problems· and
challenges do black students
face on campus?
Finding themselves in the
university. There are so few
black students on this campus. Being the only black in a
class kind of gets to you.
When you get into that type
of environment you begin to
lack self-confidence. I think
.that many of us need to get
over that. I don't want to say
we have to assimilate
ourselves into the university,
but realize that each of us is
just another student on this
campus and that we are just
as capable as anyone else.
How can this be sol'f.!ed?
Well, one way it can be solv. ed is for the union to get
stronger. It seems that none
of the blacks want to even get
together to become unified. I
think that's the main thing. If
you are a . small minority
somewhere, if you have
closeness among yourselves,
you gain that self-confidence
that you need. I think that

when you're self-confident
you're able to stand out and
seem like you're someone.
This year, I don't think being
BSU president alone has
brought me out; also working

them. I don't know what it is
· about the white students but
it seems like they don't even
put forth an effort to even try
to incorporate the blacks in
them.
0-Team,
PAC,

.

with Student Government.
When you are over there (Student Goverment office) you
have the opportunity to meet
a lot of the white students on
campus. And then it's like all
of a sudden they realize, 'Ah,
this person exists. We're going to listen to this person.
This person has some good
ideas.'
So it's not just getting
them into the union but to try
to get them involved in all activities on campus. It seems
that some of the student
organizations have mainly
white students involved in

anything that · does a lot of
things on campus; you do not
see too many blacks involved
in them.
What kind of things has the
BSU been doing since you
have been president to channel more blacks into other student organizations or even
the union.
I'm always trying to promote Student Government.
Being involved in Student
Government is one of the best
ways to meet and get to know
other students on this campus. For the union, any of the
programs,
like guest

speakers, we always try to
plan for it thinking that it is
something that will bring the
students out. So far it hasn't.
Basically, every time we try
to have something, even when
we try to have our general
meetings, we hear 'I've got
class, I've got to study.'
So is it general disinterest?
I wouldn't call it disinterest
but that so many of them are
more concerned about their.
studies than about getting involved on campus.
We just came out of Black
History Month. Was there
not that much done during
the month or were not that
many students aware of it?
There wasn't a lot done and
I think that's bad. For one
reason there was a lack of participation and secondly there
was a lack of organization and
a lack of effort. We had two
guest speakers this month
but publicizing them fell
through. We wanted to do a
few other things but we came
up short of money. Secondly,
if you don't have students
willing to do the work that it
takes you can't do it either.
How many students do you
have in the BSU&
Presently, I think we have
·
78 members.
How many black students
are on campus?
They say there are 500.
That includes part-time and

night students.
Other
than
noninvolvement or a lack of participation, are there any other
reasons why the BSU has not
been as visible or as strong a
voice as in the past?
I think it's basically lack of
participation. The BSU, I
think, has the potential to be
one of the strongest, most
visible, most active student
organizations on campus. .

'Realize that we
are just another
student on this
campus and we
a~e
just as
capable
as
anyone else.'
Has political in-fighting
been a problem in particular
for you?
It has and it hasn't. I say it
has because sometimes I
can't do everything and if
you're fighting with someone
they're not going to do it for
you. But I say it hasn't
because if they say they
won't, I find a way to do it
myself or get somebody else
to help me.
BSU, page 4

ATHLETIC ATTIC OUTLET SALE

~

30%
30o/o·50o/o

OFF ALL SHOES

OFF ALL CLOTHING

ALL NAME BRAND,FIRST QUALITY MERCHANDISE
NIKE ADIDAS PUMA NEW BALANCE CONVERSE
VANS . TIGER BROOKS IZOD OCEAN PACIFIC SUNDEK
STUBBIES DOLFIN SUNBRITCHES
11/2 Miles W. of 436
Located at Winter Park Corners
on
Aloma and Lakemont

r.----------------------------------------~~
Present this coupon towards the purchase of:

2 pair of shoes FOR the price ot1
~i.f'"•

(Buy 1 pair of shoes,get the second pair
Open Mon.-Fri.:10-9~
aJJ ~~fC
of equal or less value free!)
'
Sat. :9-7
~ttic Athletic Attic Outlet* Winter Park Corners
Sun.:10-6
.
.
671-1619
.
.
671-1619
__ (Ill I v1SA I
·
· Good thru March 12,1984
---~= . ._ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - ..
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UCF black student enrollment climbs
by Jayne Day
Future news

The Board of Regents announced that enrollment of
black first -time-in-college
students increased by nearly
10 percent in the State
University System last
semester.
Last year, a federal court
ordered Florida universities
to bolster black enrollment or
lose funding.
After the court order, UCF
officials began efforts , to
I ,
devise a plan which would attract a larger black stm;ient
population. Minority Services
Director Robert Belle reports
that methods proposed
through the plan have been
carried out and he feels these

attempts have contributed to
the overall enrollment increase.
Part of the plan was for
members
of
the
undergraduate
studies
department to visit local high
schools to make information
concerning UCF programs
available to potential black
applicants. Minority Services
has continued mailing out
brochures to outstanding
. black students in hopes of
sparking their. interest in
UCF.
1
t~ the 1p~sf,i ! c~niw(W~to~ ~
from predominately black
universities and colleges has
caused many black students
not to consider UCF. Serious
attempts by these and other
departments are expected to

eliminate this problem.
Another program initiated
to keep black students, the
Equal Opportunity Program,
will still be functioning this
summer. The program, which
began about four years ago,
tutors minority students who
do not reach regular admission standards. Last summer
48 of 50 students completed
the term and were prepared to
enter co·urses for fall
semester.
Belle says the group is expected to expand to 60
students this summer. 'Ehirty
students have already expressed an interest at this
time he says. The BOR reports the increase in enrollment has come
about even though statistics

show that fewer black
students are graduating from
high school. Dr. Carol Surles,
director of UCF's equal opportunity/affirmative action
program, said she believes
this rise in enrollment is
short-lived. The high school
dropout rate reveals that
fewer black students are moving beyond the senior grade
level and into the two- and
four-year institutions according to Surles. Community
colleges are likewise affected.
Surles says this problem
seems to be' 'plaguing all of
Florida's senior institutions.
Although a positive trend
has been established since
1980, the new lower rates of
graduating black students
from area high schools may

affect the increase in black
enrollment. The BOR,
however, is pleased with pr~
sent enrollments where the
number of black first-time-incollege student exceeds the
proportion of blacks in the
Florida population.

support black educaltion.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. Box Q. 500
East 62nd St.. Ne~ York. N.Y 10021

.GIVETOTHE
Ul"llTED l"IEGJW COLLEGE FUl'fD.

BSU .;_________;__ _..:.______:________. ;._____________________ from page 3
What- position is the BSU
taking on the Democratic candidacy of Jesse Jackson?
So far, many of the black
students, including myself
have been very neutral. Alcee
Hastings, who spoke at our
Martin Luther King luncheon
and mayor Johnny Ford, and

Dr. Alvin Poussaintho who
spoke for us are pro-Jackson.
Listening to each of them talk
I think they have made the
students more aware of the
issues surrounding Jackson
and his right to run. I think a
lot of students have perhaps
changed their minds about

*Keg Beer
*Case Beer
*Case Soda
·*Wine
*Ice
DRIVE THRU
*Party
~DISCOUNT CONVENIENCE STORE Catering

1

"WHERE'S THE BEER?"
AT GATOR BEVERAGESI

BUD

36.00
39.00

with your UCF l.D.

0

.

.

~~

~~ -" ,;;;;:~:::... iLJ~l[282-BEERI
f.AIOR

j§

5781 LA COSTA OR. ~l

Call Today For Pnce Quote
F~r Your Next Party

l'sruDENT GOV'T
~
OFFERS

LEGAL SERVICES

KEGS
STROH'S

League have strongly criticiz- who are trying to go to coled the Reagan administra- lege. It may be a little easier
tion's economic and civil at a predominately white
rights policies. Where does campus, because most of the
the BSU stand on the Reagan state universities can get
money .from other places. But
presidency?
a lot of blacks go to
Most of the BSU members predominately black schools
do not like Reagan. You '11 and it costs a lot to go to a
find the BSU coming out private school and if you have
against anyone who is against these cuts how can you go? I
students. I see the Reagan ad- think Reagan wants to cut
ministration as being agajnst jobs and wages. What do I
A lot of predominately students. The main people his have to look forward to when
black groups like the Urban cuts hurt are black students I graduate? Not very much.

him. Dr. Poussaint said many
times blacks try to do the
things and say the things
they think will be accepted by
whites. In the end, I think it
may be that although we may
not say out loud we're for
Jesse Jackson because we
know we'll get criticized for
saying that, I think you'll
find that many will support
Jackson.

Got Problems with: .
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
The Police?

Student Government seeks to provide
students at ~he University of Central
Florida with legal services in matters affecting their welfare as students. Services
provided include landlord-tenant, consumer, and discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and
name change transactions.
Our program offers legal advice, con. sultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of services. Call
275-2538 or stop by SC 210 for more information or an appointment.

·- --

hang in
there...
he's
coming!
-

'- · ~

...........
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Survev-------------------------------------from page 1
semester, or would favor a
compromise between the current athletic fee and the proposed fee.
In the survey, 50.2 percent,
or 253 students, said they liked the fee as is; 27 percent, or
137 students, favored a compromise solution; and 16.25
percent, or 82 students,
favored the proposed fee.
"I think is is great that all
these students turned out,"
said Kathleen Johnson, presi-

dent of the society. She said
she hopes ''that the survey
accurately represents the
students' views percentagewise" on the subject of the
fee.
According to Johnson, the
society sponsored the survey
3.fter student body President
Mark Geary refused to call a
referendum vote on the fee
even after the organization
collected 1,600 signatures

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

-

0

•

-'::.:/

DIV. OF FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

ORLANDO, FL 3281

1· · !L
CL. & COL.

STUDENT NAME
'j

I ._: 7 I 1L. l

1 ,_..?. l 'l
TIME

SOCIAL SEC. NO.

DATE

NO. OF HOURS

RATE

AMOUNT

.F .10

Yti.:. · ~O

y • .j

~ ~ r-~?~

GJ-HU: l

Na·~rR"E:SiD~~N

• 00
12.i)')

HEALTH FEE
LATE REGISTRATION
PAY THIS AMOUNT BEFORE MIDNIGHT
.I\ P 1,· IL
l ~I , 1 ' l .:j /1' .. $

354.9')

\._;:
AMT. DEFERRED

$

AMT. WAIVED
PAID BY CHECK
PAID BY CASH
TOTAL

$

A fee listed before it has been approved?

calling for the vote.
The group maintains that
the society's survey is as
valid as a referendum could
have been. Both Johnson and
fellow society member Dave
Kiser say the results are accurate. Johnson said that the
survey
process
was
monitored by a representative of the campus media
who ensured that no ballot
box stuffing took place. Kiser
said that the group "did
everything possible not to be
biased'' in the survey.

Survey results
Keep the current fee 50.2%
Compromise resolution 27%
Pass proposed fee
16.25%

The scars
of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.

Kiser pointed to two factors
to support his claim. He
pointed to the survey' s advertisement which did not state
any opinion toward the fee.
Kiser also said the Society of
Concerned Stud.ents has
stt'.idents who both favor and
disapprove of the proposed
athletic fee.

_:i:_ National Committee..:
'1lt
Prevention of Child Abuse
Help us get to the heart of the problem.

Johnson said that though
the survey is over with, the
organization's work is not.
''We will be encouraging
students who have time to
write the BOR with their
views on the athletic fee increase and/or go to the BOR
meeting in Miami in March,''
Johnson said.

.
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~
around the "World"!
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A

million things
can happen
· toacheck.
Don't take a
chance with your
Government check.
Sign up for Direct
Deposit. Then your
check won't end
up behind the TV;
under the sofa, or
in someone elses
poc~et. Ask for
Direct Deposit
wherever you have
a checking or savings account.
I Ji; l >{'1 it)EPQSIT
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Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chieago, Illinois 6o690

u

CONGRATULATIONS
TO:
I~

I
I~ Dr. Comish
Dr. Moa ani
I Dr. Fritz
Dr. Scotf
I~ Dr. Grierson Dr. White
I
Dr. Xander
I
I~ . For being nominated for
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I~
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~ the first annual graduate I~
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SALE '

Batt.,Crystals not inc.

LAY-IT-AWAY

14K ADD-A-BEADS
and CHAINS

Up to five items.

On premise, CERT. GEMOLOGIST

7mm Beads-$2.50
18 inch Chain only-$26.00

($10.00) CREDIT toward a custom
designed remount
CUSTOM RING DESIGN!
WE WILL BUY OR USE YOUR GOLD
IN THE REMOUNTING.

. 1 DAY service on most repairs.
NO-ONE CAN SELL GOLD CHAIN
OR DIAMONDS AS LOW AS WE DO!
Professional,quality service-~ prices!

Walt Disney Productions

.

•CHAIN REP AIR-$4.50
•RING SIZING-$9.75
•WATCH REPAIR-$2.50 off
Appraisals-$19. 00

s: 1984

. ~..r..;::o-..r..o-..r..r..r..r...r...r...r...#"~..cr..cr...r..r..r~J"'..r..r..r...ooo'-

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

678-4973

UNIV ERSITY
..,___ _ _ _ S llOPPI G

7426 University Blvd.

CEf'\fE R

~N -1'·-~:1l_s1_T"· H_1._v0_. ---.!!!~·.c

:;

G

JEWEI.E HS

.<
;,

(

Comer of 15-A and University Blvd.)
at the University Square Shopping Center .
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SS wants to start its own radio station
by Joe Jervis

Future news

Student body President
Mark Geary is looking into
the possibility of establishing
a rival student radio station
sometime in the next year.
Geary said that he feels the
students deserve a station
that plays music the students
like. The plan under consideration would ask WUCFFM to return some of the
equipment that Student
Government bought for the
station. The proposed station
would use some of that equipment in its operation.
Geary stressed that the procedure would be done in
cooperation with WUCF, and
that Student Government
would only request equipment that WUCF can do
without. He added that the
new station would be totally
staffed and managed by
students.
According to Geary, Student Goverment is prepared
to spend $20.,000 to $30,000
in the first year of operation.
The WUCF board of directors
will be meeting April 17, an~
will then present a review as
to the feasibility of a new station.
WUCF Station Manager
Chuck Ruby said that he
would guess the amount of
money Student Government

POLK
OSCEOLA
LAKE
VOLUSIA

is willing to spend would be
"incredibily shy " of the
amount needed.
Ruby said, ''The construction permits and studies that
need to be done officially for
the FCC, that we can't do on
our own, would involve much
more
money
than
mentioned. ''
The Federal Communications Commission is the
regulati:µg body for broadcasting. Ruby speculated that
Student Government would
have to expend as much as 10
times the expected figure.
Ru by added that the
availability of radio licenses
in the Orlando market is nonexistent.
· "It's what we call a .
saturated market," he said.
''There are no frequencies
available.''
"Although I think the idea
is great and it would be an excellent alternative and an additional training ground for
UCF students, I'd have to be
skeptical that it could
possibly happen," Ruby said.
He said that if Student
Government took back their
equipment, the station would
have to replace some items,
but that there would be no
great problem.
The FCC is currently considering expanding the
number of stations that a city
can have, but the fight for

Student mans station control board at WUCF.
those new licenses will be
fierce. Since UCF already has
a radio station, it is thought
to be unlikely that the university would be considered as a
candidate. If the new FCC
plan is approved, three new
stations will be allowed to
broadcast in Central Florida.
WUCF's old 10 watt
transmitter will probably not
be allowed to be used for a

currently
new station since the FCC WUCF-FM
recently ordered that all 10 operates with a 8,000 watt
watt stations either boost transmitter.
their signal or go off ~he air.

SHARETHE .

COST
OF LIVING~~
Give to the American Cancer Society

®

DORMITE DAY
OPEN TO ALL DORM RESIDENTS

ORANGEBREVARD
SEMINOLE

PIE TOSS

PUDDIN' SPLASH
DIZZV BAT

RE~AY

EGG TOSS

3 LEGGED RACE

BAMNA PASS

CLOTHING BAG EXCHANGE

VOLLEYBALL RELAY

·MARCH 24
1TO4pm

ON THE GREEN
INTER-HALL COED COMPETITION
GRAND BARBEQUE 4pm
TICKETS ON SALE $2.00 FROM YOUR R.A.

WHICH HALL WILL WIN?
SEE YOUR R.A. TO GET ON A TEAM
Sponsored by Inter Hall Council and Residence Life Staff
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Appeal--...,..-------------------------------from page 1
associated with the university. In the past, membership
had been on a voluntary
basis, but now, in an attempt
to eliminate bias, all positions
are by appointment.
Seacrist responded to a letter in last week 's Future in
which student James
Catalano claimed he could not
regi~ter for the summer term

until he paid his traffic ticket,
yet was not given an opportunity to appeal the ticket.
Seacrist said that until the
letter appeared, he was
unaware of the problem.
Upon learning of the situation
he said he immediately issued
an order lifting all holds on
registration due to traffic
fines.

But Seacrist did admit that
students like Catalano who
already paid disputed fines
are out of luck.
"It's not feasible for us to
go back and reevaluate the
fines that were paid during
the period when the appeals
committee didn't meet. We
consider the case closed once
the ticket is paid. We'd only

Senate loans Future money
by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

The UCF Student Senate
approved an emergency loan
of $4,000 to the Future Tuesday to help the paper overcome a cash flow deficit.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Mary MacArthur, would loan
the paper money to help unfreeze the newspaper's
budget and .allow publication
to continue.
The bill, still subject to student body president Mark
Geary's appr.oval, stipulates
that the newspaper pay back
the loan by Aug. 31.
Sen. Dennis Lasley, speaking for the legislation, said
. the loan would "be an excellent thing to do." He continued, saying "To keep the
Future in print would be one
of the best services" the
senate could offer students.
The bill passed unanimously.
The senate also unanimous-

ly approved a bill by Pro Tern- council decided to adopt one
pore Cindy Spraker to do of several charters which
away with secret ballots. The have been alleged to be the
bill was prompted by the one SOC students approved
senate's adoption of a secret .in spring elections a year ago.
ballot on a vote to override a The charter adopted by the
veto by student body. Presi- council specified that the
dent Mark Geary. The vetoed chairman of the campus' stulegislation was a resolution dent government must mainwhich called for lowering the tain a 2.5 grade point
proposed athletic fee, known average.
as Proposition UCF.
The same decision was
Under the new procedures, made by the council on Nov.
three senators can call for a 17, 1983, but that decision
"ballot vote." In order to was overturned because the
have their . votes count, all council realized that it had
senators must sign their possibly violated several
names to the ballots.
judicial statutes in the conA bill was approved which duct of the meeting.
established a committee to
Rotter may appeal the decilook into the parking problem sion.
at UCF. The bill also requests
the committee be a watchdog
eThe senate approved
over money collected from Rudy Morales as alternate
parking decals.
elections commissioner.
In other senate news:• Sen.
Rob Rotter was removed · •The senate allocated $190
· from his post as. senator and to Angel Flight, an organizachairman of the South Orlan- tion associated with the U.S.
do Campus Monday. The Air Force.

be asking for all kinds of problems," Seacrist said.
Seacrist says he has "no
idea why it has taken so long
to get things going again,''
but he promises that
everything will be caught up
shortly.
"The committee used to meet
once every two weeks for
about two hours," he said.
"To catch up it will have to
meet two or three times a
week for about a month at
about four hours each
meeting," he said.

Police beat

Students can either appeal
tickets in writing or in person.
Most fines are for parking
violations, with fees ranging
from $3 for parking out of an
assigned area to $10 for parking in a designated handicapped spot. A $2 late fee is
assessed on those who neither
pay nor request an appeal.
While the committee prefers
to handle written appeals,
since they can be perused at
committee · members' convenience, Seacrist says that " a .
fair share" of appellants opt
for a face-to-face meeting with
the committee.
·

C'ars va;n dalized in lot 8
•Three cars in parking lot
8 by the tennis courts were
vandalized at about 8:30 p.m.
March 1. Four tires were
punctured, possibly with a
pocket knife. Damage
estimates were approximately $200.
·
•A white Ford Pinto was
also vandalized in parking lot
8 at about midnight March 1.
A student from the Security
Patrol Service saw two
suspects scratch the paint the
entire length of one side of the
car with a:r:i unknown object.
Damage estimates were
unavailable.
•There were three bomb
threats in the last week. Last
Friday, an unknown caller
said there was an explosive
device in the Chemistry

Building. On Wednesday, two
calls were received threatening to blow up the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building and Phillips Hall. In
each case, the buildings were
evacuated for a short time
while police conducted a
search. All classes resumed
after it was declared safe to
enter.
Under a state statute the
University Police is offering a
$5,000 reward for information
that would lead to the arrest
and conviction of the parties
involved in these threats.
Anyone with information
may call the investigations
division at 275-2425. All calls
will remain confidential and
callers' names will not be used
in any questioning.

WUCF PRESENTS
TWELVE HOURS OF

will be giving away
Super Tickets, Official T-Shirts
~
and official caps. Listen for Details. ·

1ARCH 22, 23 & 24, 1984

Mainst·ream is geared to .college and career .minded young ac;tults
and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will help equip youn g adults for the
major challenges of life-developing a career and preparations for marriage. Are you looking for happiness? No matter what you do,fulfillment
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He ·wants you to know Him personally.
Come and learn how great life can be.

MJllNSTREJIM
Tuesday Evenings at 7:30 p.m. Calvary Towers Community Room

CALVARY ASSEMBLY
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park.Fl. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4
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MADD homing in on young people
by Karen Wilson
~b1tefUue

As part of the weeklong
Alcohol Awareness program
sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council, Mary Wiley of
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, spoke Tuesday night of
the organization's main focus,
the 'education, legislation,
and adjudication' of drunk
driving.
Wiley started the first
Florida chapter of MADD
when her daughter, Alice, was
killed by a drunk driver.
Since forming MADD in
September of 1981, the group
has successfully lobbied for
stricter penalties for drunk
driving, has fought for a
higher legal drinking age, and
has legislated a new thirdparty liability law, called the
'dram shop' law. This law
says a person, such as a
bartender or friend, can be
sued for not preventing a
drunk person from driving a
car.

MADD' s main emphasis is
directed toward the young
driver aged 16 to 24. The
1982 fatality statistics indicate, according to MADD,
that 25.5 percent of all DWI
fatalities are caused by
drivers in this age bracket,
and over 4,000 deaths were
caused by drivers under· the
age of 21. Therefore, the main
push for legislation involves
the drinking age, and a great
deal of the educational emphasis involves high school
and college age people.
MADD's activities concern
other areas besides educatipn
ab'~~t .tlie etf~~is J I 6f dr~nk
driving. They also provide
emotional support to victims
accidents, and
of DWI
they are pushing for a
'victim's bill of rights.'
The victim's bill of rights is
an attempt by MADD to gain
cooperation from the court
system involving court. dates
and restrictions on the victim's family in the courtroom,

Wiley said. In the event of an
accident involving a drunk
driver, MADD will help with
any arrangements that are
necessary, and go with the
victim's family to court.
At the present time, victims are not informed about
arraignments and pre-trial
hearings, and are prevented
from pleading the case of the
victim in court.
Also part. of the Alcohol
Awareness Week activities
were several other demonstrations involving the consequences of an arrest for drunk
driving. A breath ~nalysis
test was set up so that
students could see the effects
of one drink from a keg of
beer on their blood alcohol
level. A more thorough
description of the results of
an arrest were shown in a film
sponsored by AnheuserBusch, Inc. It dramatized the
case of a first-time offender,
and the shame and humiliation caused by the experience.

Officer sets up camera for demonstration.

MALIBU

BISCAYNE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
Miami, Florida

G~NDPRIX@.

FREE GIFT
WORTH $8.00
II
I

Biscayne, a new law school, is accepting applications for its first class to begin in August 1984.

I

• • • • • • VALUABLE COUPON • • • • •

II

FREE VALVOLINE GIFT PACK!
The first 100 people who bring in this coupon before 3/18/84
will receive a Free Valvoline Gift Pack worth $8.00.

I

II TY.~~!~~es~~!:.~r: p~!:~~,~~~ I
l
I
I

$1.25 each - no limit. Must have a valid drivers license and current college l.D. card. First time drivers must purchase a
Malibu Grand Prix photo racing license for a one time fee of
$2.50.
Coupon expires 3/18/84.
PLU #24

II

ORLANDO
5901 American Way
(305) 351-4132

·
·

~
~b .

I
I
I
I
I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

The only Catholic law school in the Southeast, Bis-·
cayne is ideally located in suburban Miami on a
140 acre ·campus .. The School will offer a threeyear, full-time program, with small classes, modern
computerized research facilities, and the opportunity for specialized study in a variety of areas, including international law.
The Biscayne College School of Law intends to
seek ABA provisional approval as quickly as possible, which will be after the first year of teaching.
For information write or call: Office of Admissions,
Biscayne College School of Law, Dept. F, 16400
NW 32 Ave., Miami, FL 30054. (305) 621-1856 .
Biscayne is an equal opportunity institution.

This does not necessarily mean
the fee heing proposed.
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On the campaign trail

Campaign a week old and accusations begin
statutes by campaigning
before the set time. The
charge said that the two gave
a campaign speech to a sorority on Sunday, a full day
before active campaigning
was set to begin.
James told the council that
there was no violation of the
statutes on two counts. First,
the statutes call for "tangible
campaigning. '' James said
that since he and Spraker did
not give out ·campaign
literature or anything capable
of being touched, no violation
could have occured since
there was nothing tangible.
Second, James said that any
candidate can make a speech
whenever he wants because

by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

UCF executive elections
heated up a bit this week with
the first complaints filed
against candidates in campaign '84.
Complaints were lodged
against the Stuart James anct
Cindy Spraker ticket as well
as the John Sowinski and Tim
Albrecht ticket.. The election
commission took no action
against either of the tickets.
THe charge against
James/Spraker was filed
Tuesday by · student Mik~
Manglardi. He charged that
the two had violated student
government
elections

freedom of speech is
guaranteed in the First Ammendment to the Constitution, which supercedes all
state or university regulations.
The commission ·ruled to
take no action against James
and Spraker. "We believe
that the statutes are written
poorly but we feel you are not
in violation,'' the commission
told Spraker and James.
The commission said it will
make recommendations to the
senate concerning changes in
the statutes following the
elections.
The second complaint the
commission ruled on was filed
against~ Sowinski/ Albrecht

for putting up campaign banners before the time specified
in SG statutes.
The council said the
charges were unfounded and
took no action against the
two.
• • •
Under this year's statutes,
the pairs of candidates for office are allowed to spend up to
$67 5 as a team. Any expense
violation will result in disqualification according to SG
statutes.
• • •
The elections commission
has purchased four voting
machines for the March 27-28
elections. The commission
spent $200 to purchase the

machines. Elections Commissioner Mike Messina said that
the purchase was necessary
because other machines could
not be obtained since the election is held outside where the
machines could be damaged.

•••

There will be a forum to
meet the candidates running ..
for office on March 19. The
discussion will be held from
12 to 2 p.m. on the Student
Center Green, but will be
moved to sthe Student Center
Auditorium in case of rain.

Race----------------------------------------from page 1
would crusade for a new direc- within a single vote last year
tion for student government. of sending the vice presidential contest into a runoff betLinge, running for presi- ween him and student body
dent, is a junior majoring in Vice President Stan Halbert.
accounting; Barone, vying for A senior in liberal studies,
vice president, is a junior ma- Rotter has been a member of
the senate for five years and
joring in finance.
has served as chairman of the
Linge said that since he and South Orlando Campus Stuhis running mate are inex- dent Government.
perienced as far as SG is conBunkley is a junior accouncerned, they will work closely ting major who has no
with the senate and also allow previous SG experience, but,
the senate pro tempore to according to Rotter, has exchair the legislature's pressed interest in governmeetings next year. Current- ment.
Rotter says that he is betly, it is the duty of the vice
president to run the senate ter organized for his cammeetings.
paign bid this year than he
eRob
Rotter/Randy was for the last executive
Bunkley- Rotter, who is run- election. He said he feels he
ning for president, came · has good name recognition

rNEW
Apartments &
Townhouses
For Rent
university hylands
walk to u.c.F.
discounts
available for first
twelve tenants
for info. call

senate, a member of the
Organizations, Appropriations and Finance committee
and serves on the university-'s
Undergraduate Studies Appeals Committee.
"I think that it is going to
be an exciting campaign with
the large number of candidates running, " Albrecht
said. He went on to say that
the chances of his ticket winning are "very, very good."
eRasesh Thakkar/John
Gill- Thakkar has served for
a year in student body President Mark Geary's cabinet as
comptroller. Thakkar, a

. . ~~-~

~ 0

~

~

College Night

§

Tuesday Nights 7-11

§

e.:'H.'J?GftS

• Present your school l.D. and

§

receive Happy Hour prices.
• Ladies Night Wed. 7.9
Free Champagne
• 2 for 1 Cocktails
During Daily Happy Hours
4001 East colonial Dr.

§

I
~

·

~

628-5707

Group 3 Design
"" & Construction

and thinks his main competitors
will
be
James/Spraker.
eJohn
Sowinski/Tim
Albrecht- A junior majoring
in management, Sowinski is
currently a senator representing the College of Business.
He has served in the senate
for one year and is vice chairman of the Organizations,
Appropriations and Finance
Committee. He serves on the
university's payment appeals
committee, traffic appeals
committee and board of directors for WUCF-FM.
Albrecht, a junior in
engineering, has been a
member of the senate for one
year. He is chairman of the
Legislative and Judicial'
Rules Committee in the

(305)

~96-5888

senior in accounting, is also a
member of the President's
Leadership Counc_il, the Activities and Service Fee Committee and the Orientation
Team.
Gill has been a member of
the student senate for two
years. The sophomore finance
major is a member of the
Legislative and Judicial
Rules Committee, the Organzations, Appropriations and
Finance Committee, the Activities and Service Fee Committee and the Orientation
Team.

~-H

IOIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL·
CENTER

Qourse

Class Starts

MCAT
LSAT
GRE
GMAT

March 17
March 27
April 12
April 29

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

~

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enrollment.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

678-8400

or1ando.F1. 32803

~---------tr~ §->~~~<Q><Q'><Q"><.O">~~c.QKQ><.O">IQ"-<Q
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Special Discounts
Day&Nite

Hot Sandwiches

Monday

,~hursday.

25CDraft
$1.75 Pitcher 8-11

24oz Draft
For 75Q 8-11 ·

Tuesday

~day

All Imports $1.00

50Q off any
Pitcher 8-11

Wednesday
Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9-12
D.J. & Dancing

$2.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M·F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

Saturday"
Happy Hour 8·11

•
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Opinion

LOOK AT

THE ISSUES
OF THE DAY

Future goal is financial
independence from SG
he Future found itself in an uncomfortable
position this week having to ask for a loan from the
Student Government, the very body the paper most fully
reports on-sometimes not too favorably.
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Thank-fully, the senate was amiable in lending the
money, absent attempts of compromises or deals.
However, the very nature of the paper's dependence on
government for its existence is a dangerous position to be
in for a newspaper that strives for objective reporting.
Consider as an example, the possibilities that could
have occurred in this one incident and the ramifications
on the students.
This being SG executive elections time, SG officials or
candidates could easily have wanted a trade- their key
financial support in exchange for a particular candidate's
endorsement or the Future's promise that it-would not en- ·
dorse a candidate at all.
On the other hand, the newspaper could have threatened to smear SG officials' or candidates' names all over the
front page of the p~per if they were hestita11:t in giving
the $4,000 loan.
Both sides stayed away from this devilishness; nevertheless the potential for corruption is made easy by the
interweaving of these traditional adversaries. The
students, of course, would have been the ones left with
the resulting tainted elections and newspaper.
Obviously the solution to all of this is to separate these
entities, in other words to wean the newspaper off of Student Gove~nment support. That is why the Future, to
better serve you, the students, is making financial independence its foremost goal in this next year. We are
selling more ads, working long hours, and enlisting the
advice of business people so that we can operate more like
a business than a club, and free ourselves of any influence
from politicians.
Indeed.· financial independence is a big step for the
newspaper, and must be well-planned so it doesn't fall on
iis face. It is not a new.goal, though; Michael Griffin, the
preceding editor in chief, and Mary Wilson, the editor in
chief before him, as well as others, have contributed
toward the big step toward financial freedom . .
Independence Day is not set yet, but the Future eagerly looks for the day when we are financially responsible
for ourselves, and accountable to no one in government.
Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief

It will be my earnest aim ... to give the news impartially,
without fear or favor ...

Adolph Ochs
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michael griffin
Hart offers voters new liberalism
· Those who care enough to some of his most important
vote in this year's na- policies. Unlike the rantings
tional election are going to be of Walter Mondale, he speaks
treated to a surprise. An of the need for a stronger
defense. Unlike Ronald
alternative.
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart is Reagan, he sees the need for
military reform.
that alternative.
. Hart, whose candidacy
Hart believes this nation inrepresents a hybrid offshoot vests too much money in exin the Democratic Party, has pensive,
cumbersome
the new ideas that could weapons systems that are imre:turn this country to practical in battle and sugeconomic and moral prosperi- gests we spend our money on
ty. This is more than Hart's more efficient systems. He
campaign rhetoric. Read w~at also thinks we should spend
he stands for and compare it more for people than
to his opponents' way of machines. This way, soldiers
thinking-especially the one are encouraged to stay in the
military and not jump to the
in the White Rouse.
On defense, Hart expresses private sector.

Hart wants to update our
military tactics, bringing
them into the 20th century.
He makes stunning comparisons between our military
preparedness today and the
Maginot line the French
relied on in WW I I. The
Maginot line, a lengthy
system of anti-tank and invasion fortresses, was the most
expensive weapons system in
the history of the planet. The
French lost because they
could 11ot deal with Hitler's
new war tactic, the Blitzkrieg,
or fast attack.
Today's "new" tactic is terGriffin , page 11

nonna goethe
·Book tests New Year's resolution
he problem with New Year's About another war, World War II, it is a book
T resolutions is that the initial surge of that cannot be put down. This I proved while
virtue felt in their making can be so racing· through its 341 pages at one sitting.
devastatingly overpowered when they are The Illiad waited patiently, as it has done
broken. Right now I'm suffering from a bad for 2,500 years. I had abandoned the Atlantic
Ocean for the Winter Park sinkhole, so to
case of remorse.
On Jan. 1, I impetuously resolved to com- speak, but I picked up the classic again with
plete every page of reading assigned in my renewed determination. As I read, I could not
classes for spring semester. However, that help noting the similarities between the two
was before I encountered EUH 3401, Ancient books. The protagonists, Achilles and Maj .
Greece. Dr. Robert Flick presides over this William Vandam, were both military men
class with a laid-back erudition worthy of the searching for their identities. The settings
subject matter. It is fascinating stuff and I were Troy for Illiad and Cairo for Key-exwas hooked from the start. The first book tremely close, geographically speaking. Aside
assignment was The Illiad by · Homer and I from the obvious differences in literary style I .
set forth with appropriate zeal in accordance could pinpoint only one other. Illiad abounds
with the aforementioned resolution.
in gods and goddesses while Key teems with
As you may recall, this is the story ·of sex.
To make any more of a comparison would
Achilles, and 25 other characters with unpronouncable names overflowing with vowels. It be presumptuous. Suffice to say, Homer
takes place against the backdrop of the Tro- befongs to a prestigious literary fraternity, a
jan War. I found early on that this is not one veritable pantheon of authors whose work I
of those books that you cannot put down. It is could not complete, to wit: Joyce, Ulysses; .
a book that draws the eye to the page Hardy, The Return of the Native; Heller,
numbers with great frequency to see if there Catch 22; Mailer, Why Are We in Vietnam?;
has been any progress since the last time you and Proust, Remembrance of Things Past.
looked. After reading for an hour, I had plodded through only i5 pages. In defense, the
Dr. Flick and the rest of the class wrapped
print is quite small. ·
up The Illiad three weeks ago. I still have 195
Seeking a little diversion I picked up Ken pages and six weeks to go before reneging on
Follett's 1980 bestseller, The Key to Rebecca. my Jan. 1 resolution.
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From our readers

Factions in Lebanon blame each other for turmoil
Druse fight against
Lebanese independence
Editor:
The 1Jruse ut Lebanon.
Anti-government? AntiChristian? Anti-American?
Anti-unification of Lebanon?
Anti-peace in Lebanon? ProSyrians? Pro-communism?
Yes! Yes! Yes!
Donna Hatoum in· last
week's letter (Misunderstood
Druse are reluctant fighters,
Future, March 2) was a pure
professional
in
her
''camouflage" and mi~inter
pretation of the historical
facts that lie behind the actual conflict in Lebanon. She
did a great job serving Syria
maybe, or even the PLO and
the Druse. But she sure did
ignore and hide the reality.
"The Druse of Lebanon?"
The ir~ny of this statement
by Donna Hatoum is that the
Druse never believed in a free
independent Lebanon; in fact,
with their Arab brethren,
they fought its independence
· rather than for its independence. They were, as
well as the Muslims of
Lebanon, an important figure
in the Arab Nationalist Movement which believed that
Lebanon was to be part of one
Arab nation. Their purpose
was then to disintegrate its
entity as a unique country.

Phalange taking freed om
f ram 'other Lebanese'

And you're telling me they
founded its independence? If
you 're that interested in this
matter, I would suggest you
go back to your history books
before you start writing any
nonsense.
The Druse did not wish to
involve themselves in the civil
war? Wrong, Donna. Are the
Druse not the "Lebanese National Movement" which has
communism and PanArabism for its main objectives and goals? They did not
only involve themselves in
the war fact is they supported
the presence and the terrorist
attacks of the PLO and other
anti-government militias
against Israeli and Lebanese
civilians.
It's useless to try to explain
the 6,000 years of Lebanon's
history
right
here ... borderline. The actual
conflict in Lebanon is, in fact,
a Muslim-Christian, or more
precisely, a Druse-Christian
conflict. It is a continuation
of 13 centuries of Christian
struggle in Mount Lebanon,
and the conflict is a fight to
keep Lebanon's entity independent from Arabism or
any disintegrating outside influence. Why hide from reality, Donna?

J eanellen Pfingsten/Future

Syria helped the Druse in
arms and arms only? B~lieve
me, Syria would help anyone
who could serve her main
goal, which i~ making
Lebanon part of "Greater
Syria." And she <liq it not only by supplying the Druse but
by training them as well and
even engaging in the
fightings with them.
History tells us of the
numerous invaders of
Lebanon who were never able
to control this tiny country.
History, no doubt about it, is
going to repeat itself no matter what.
~
Any comments, please
write:
Lebanese Students Association
P.O. Box 27763
Orlando, Fla. 32867
Name withheld by request
Lebanese Student Association of America

Sowinski-Albrecht 'represents you best'
Editor:
I write to you today with a
great deal of concern about
the upcoming Student
Government elections.
First of all, I would like to
emphasize the importance of
these elections to you. The
choices made this month in
the SG elections will directly
affect every student at UCF.
Issues to be faced this year include those on the campus,
local and state levels, each requiring careful attention.
In order for Student
Government to be effective
and beneficial to students, we
must elect level-headed, intelligent individuals who are
capable of working together
for us this year. I make this
point because I am sure that.
everyone is aware of the problems of political infighting
that has crippled SG this
year. We must elect a team
that is not satisfied with
" business as usual" in Student Government. ·
I am familiar with all of the
candidates running this year
and their qualificaLions, and
as I see it, there is one ticket
t hat stands head and
s houlders
above
the
rest...John Sowinski and Tim

Albrecht. They are your
ticket to responsible student
leadership.
John is a senator from the
College of Business, is vice
chairman of the senate
Finance Committee and is an
active dorm student. Tim is a
senator from the College. of
Engineering, is chairman of
the senate Rules Committee,
member of the senate Finance
Committee and also sits on a
universitywide committee.
Tim is a former dorm student
who is now a commuter.
John and Tim have already
started to put SG in touch
with students by providing
legislation to start teamwork
in the organization and to
allow students to speak on
the senate floor.
No matter what your major
is, whether you are a dorm
student or a commuter, and
no matter what organizations
you belong to, there is one
ticket that represents you
best. That ticket is John
Sowinski and Tim Albrecht.
The record speaks for
its elf... both have shown
themselves to be responsible
student . leaders who are in
touch with the needs of all
students and capable of

rendering good decisions and
representing us on the campus, local and state levels.
I ask that you help
yourselves by allowing John
Sowinski. and Tim Albrecht to
serve as your student body
president and vice president.
Vote Sowinski-Albrecht in
the Student Government elections.
Thomas Messina
Management

Letter Policy
Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publica·
tion. Letters must be typed on a
60·space line and should not be more
than 250 word~ in length. All letters
must be signed with the author's ·
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers· names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignaLed as
guest editorials aL the editor 's descrition. with the permission of the
writer. All s ubmi t ted matierial
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.

e:I

Associated
Collegiate
Press
All American

Editor:
One bomb after another.
It's been that way for nearly
10 years now in Lebanon.
Killing and shelling and committing massacres.
Why the tragedies?
What about the ones that
call themselves the Christian
militia, the Phalange? What
kind of Christians kill without
qualm innocent human beings, massacring women,
children and infants merely to
accomplish a political objective.
They already control 80 percent of key government positions. Do they want Lebanon
for themselves, for the Christian Maronites only? But
what about the other Christian groups and the Druse,
Moslems and even the 60,000
Jews living in Lebanon?
What are we supposed to do,
Die? Run away? Or be polite
and allow th~ fascist
Phalange to massacre us,
destroy us, for God's sake.
Come on. They should look
around, look around here in
America. Everybody living in
peace regardless of their
religion, regardless of their
origin. Why for heaven's sake
do they want to be dominant
in Lebanon? What about us,
·the other Lebanese?

Look back in history. We
lived together once, all of us.
Christians, Moslems, Druse,
Jews. We all coexisted in one
state or another.
They are worried about losing their identity in the midst
of a Moslem-dominated country, a Moslem-dominated
Middle East. But what identity do they possess thus far except that of "Heroes of
Massacres?''
What about us, the
Moslems, Christians and
Druse? Publicly we made
known that a fairer, more
democratic representation
and our God-given rights to
exist as humans were our
unyielding demands. We not
only should want, we need a
Lebanon where secular laws
and institutions prevail.
Look around. Let's be inspired by these great United
States. Let's put our efforts
together-Christians, Druse
and Moslems-to accomplish
a Lebanon based on the same
founding idealogies of this nation.
One bomb after another.
Are we going to keep it that
way? Or are we to work for a
better Lebanon?
Name withheld by request

Griff i n - - - - - - - - - - - from page io
rorism, and our military is no system.
closer to dealing with it than
Liberal? Conservative?
the French were dealing with Moderate? As a people we are
the Blitzkreig in WW II.
fond of labels because they
make our lives seem more
Hart supports a strong, simple.
non-nuclear based defense.
Hart also brings new ideas
Hart is the new breed of
to economics. He supports in- liberalism. He, 'and those like
dustrial
re vi taliza ti on him, have learned from the
through the promotion of the mistakes made by the old
exportation of American guard liberal philosophy. He
goods. He supports the idea recognizes these mistakes
of assistance for en- and he has corrected them.
trepreneurial
small
Hart would make a capable ·
businessmen, who are the and intelligent president.
backbone of our economic
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by Carl McKnight
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Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

<!LASSlFIED
,roommates··

Student rate:
;SQ_ ~ents per li~e

for sale

-

Share 3bdrm/2bth in Maitland. $200/mo.
plus 1/2 util. Male. Call 656-8617 eves.

Nlkkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent conditlon $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after
Spm.

Male roommate needed, responsible, nonsmoker to share 2bdrm/lbth apt. $160/mo.,
Dining table, round or oval (2 leaves). Very $125 dep. plus 1/2 util. Avail. May 1. Call
good cond. MUST SELL. 275-1709.
671-3123.
Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbal:>.
Hardware, stool, and case. $425. Also Remo
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. $155. Call
275-6832.

1981 VW Rabbit. 2dr, 4cyl, 4sp. Radio, new
radials. 40 MPG, nice car, NADA value
$4500, asking $3500. Call Rudy at
275-3869 or 657-0993.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment. Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
277-6930.

SEARCH of an experienced
Male Or femal c.... needed·. share 2bdrm/2bth AUTHORS · IN
t ty · ti c 11 B
678 1386
townhouse less than lmi. from school. All fur- manuscnp
pis·
a
ea
·
nished, just need to move in. $150/mo. plus i Literary editing available.
util. Nonsmoker perferred. Call 282-6629.
RESUMES-EDITED FREE! STORED FREE l YR! Input
Roommate Wanted, non-smoker, very 1 page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
responsible, to share half of two bedroom Business Service, 273-5298.
apt. a mile and a half from UCF. Rent $213
plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 273-6436, evenings.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES

---------·--------1 Term

help_U78.nted_.

Stereo system and access.: 2 speakers,
Hurn table, 1 stereo receiver, 1 cass. tape
deck, microphone and stand, headpf:10ne, Part time help wanted. Typing a must.
cass. storage unit with blank tapes. $400 or Business student preferred. Hours flexable.
Call Cathy Heninger aat Falcon Supply,
best offer. CAii 277-8933 days or eves.
645-3001.
Used Bundy trombone. Sl 75 or best offer.
Call 277-8933 days or eves.
Opportinity knocks. Position avail. with
Winter Pk. Architectual firm--hours flexible-1981 Honda CM400T. Immaculate garag- drafting/design/gen. off. work. Send resume
ed, low miles.extras, helmet. Must sell. Best to Benjamin P. Butera, 1801 Lee Rd., Winter
offer. Call
Roger at 282-5669 Pk. 32789. 647-6650.
eves/weekends.
If you have a good command of English,
1981 Suzuki GS250. Garage kept with bell can type at least 50 and want to make
helmet, 4300 mi. $895. Call 365-6901 after around $8.00 per hour, call 273-5932.
6pm.
The FUTURE is' looking for qualified inFor sale: couch and living room chair. $100 dividuals to become advertising representakes both. See David Lougee, animal tatives. Great experience and very good
room, Bio. bldg., or call x2029.
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-:£,165.
Motorcycle--Honda 750, 1975 Farring, lug- Part time poster person. College student
gage rack, radio, cover, and tow bar. Ask- with outgoing personality and excell.
ing $750. Call 275-4261 or 889-0409.
knowledge of campus needed to hang
posters. Must have good relations with adRenault--1973 Gordinni. Exe. inside and out. ministration. Call Sanford at 678-8400,
Low milage. Asking 5975 or best offer. Call 10-5, Mon-Fri.
275-4261 or 889-0409.
HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into
Used vacuum cleaner. Works great. only the press box. The FUTURE is in the market for
$15. Call 27'5-8919.
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are wJ
kidding? We need lots of sports writers
Two Rosie O'Gradys 1984 Membership whether they're good or not. For more incards. Only 525. Call 339-~737.
·
fomation call 275-2601. That number again:
275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing
1979 Chevy Monza. 6cyl, power steering, by!
power brakes, air, tilt steering, wheel and
radial tires. Beige, $2500. Call 275-9260 Student couple to be assistant manager at
Oviedo Lodge Motel in Oviedo. Furnished
after 6pm.
efficiency apt. All util. paid. Primary duties inTwin bed, end tables, guitar, stereo, den clude Sun. and night on call to rent rooms.
chair, TV stand, records, closet, books, Can be structured to your schedule. Ideal
for study time. Call 365-5276 or 365-3648 for
ladies suitcases. Call 282-5707.
interview.
Hewlett Packard, '67. Cale. and accessories.
Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners
$200 or best otter. 322-6208
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
For sale--dorm sized refridgerator. 585. Call $3.75/hour. Call 671-7463.
Steve at 275-4141 or after 5pm call Cathy at
841-8195.
· Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/
·another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go where no student has gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President Colbourn's office. Now
Duplex for rent, fully furn., 2bdrm/2bth. is the time for you to expand your horizons
$300/mo. May-Aug. lmi. from UCF. Call and possibly make a minor fortune in the
process. If you have a knack for writing
275-7804 after 10.
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art comHouse for rent 1mi. to campus. 3bdrm/1 bth. plex. Positions are available for news, sports
Appliances, carpet, carport. 5395 plus dep. and feature reporters. For more information
Call 677-6454.
call 275-2601.

1-----------------;

1or.1ent

Male/female for furn. room WITH ALL util plus
1/2bth. Only $185/mo. on 1/2 acre--mobile
home(E. of UCF--Tuskawilla). Call 671-6355. Term papers, thesis. Pick-up and delivery
Mon. and Fri. in main lobby Admin. building,
Duplex--2bdrm/1 bth, lg. living area, fenced 11-11 :30. Call Vivian at 862-1432 for apyard, convenient to shopping and UCF con- pointment.
tact. Call Jeannie at x2219 or 277-2766 after
Professional typing my home . Reasonable
6pm.
rates. 20 yrs exp. Call 671-8926.

papers. theses, resumes, designed
and typed. Correction of spelling, grammar,
and punct. IBM Pica or Elite. Word processing avail. Located lmi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quality and fast
turnover. Call 275-1709.
Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable. fv1inor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi. from UCf, Marti 365-6874after 6pm.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 1O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

services
Prepare for summer. Lose unwanted pounds
without starvation diet. Details write Thomson, Box 79347, Houston, TX 77279.
• • "GET YOUR REFUND EARLY" • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, 1mi. from UCF. Call
27-5-1709.
Big savings on food bills and opportunity tG>
earn substantial income with sensational
food program. For details write Thomson,
Box 79347, Houston, TX 77279.
Tax returns prepared. 1040EZ, 1040A,
forms provided. Low fees. 275-1709.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE pregnancy
test. Confi"dential. Individual counseling. In
Ori., 827 Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne Hosp.
Daily/Sat. am. Call 425-8989.
HAVE FUN WATER SKIING!
Ski with us, we welcome: fun seeking skiers,
beginning, intermediate, and competitive
skiers. For low rate skiing at your convenience call Ken Waitt, capt. UCF ski team
anytime, 277-8378. Powered by a 1984
American. Skier and skis are supplied. INSTRUCTORS: myself and other team
members.
ENGLISH TUTORING: All areas--Grammar,
composition, term papers, professional
reports, Literature, writing skills. Reasonable
rates, call Miss Tierney after 4pm at
425-7182.

Typing on my word processor. No visible "ABORTION SERVICES, birth cor..fol infor~
corrections. Fast service. Sl.50/page. Call motion, pregnancy tests and counseling.:
Pam 671.-0924.
VD screening, low cost, confidential servic~s.

EXPERT TYPING: 24-yrf:°exp. Full-time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc .
From $1 .50/pg . Call Don, 678-3173.
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed . Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF i:Jrad.
1240 Hillcrest, ~ block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/800/432-8517.

GO HOME!
For Spring Break
Let
WORDMASTERS
type your midterm assignments
for you.
27 3-5932 (CALL 24 HOURS)
Rates:
Sl .25/page -- regular
$2.50/page -- OVERNIGHT
Both rates include GRAMMAR,
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS. and a
report cover and
title page
IF YOU NEED YOUR WORK IN
A HURRY, CALL AND LET US
KNOW WHEN YOU'RE COMING.

f}ie8
. r ~oc
·!7)1 . .

t..:; fz HtC

Individual Confident1al.CounseT1n9
, Gynecologists
·Sp_
eqker Service

'2233LEE.Ro-:-wtNTERPARK

.

6-28-0405:·

·_r011 ~re~ soo-432.s2}i~'
bRLAHl>o. WINTER PARK

WORDMASTERS
"the overnight cure for the
term paper blues"
273-5932 (CALL 24 HOURS)
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THE HAIR SHOP

•¢48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING

Precision Style Cut $8.00

•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying

FULL SERVICE SALON

Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
.Iv,lember:
.
.·

...

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;00
SAT. 10;00-5;00

6n-5558

'

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

CollegeServing
·Park
Florist
Since 1952
Flowers for All Ocassions

Easter Special
We've designed our whole
company around what you need,
temporqry I part-time
· employment.
Earn while you learn,
work where and
when you want.
Call
For more
Info
Marketing
857-9110
Orlando
855-8118
Winter Park
647-8118
Data Entry
647-7118
~---..

•Accounting
•Clerical
•Data Entry .
•Market
R~seatch .

•Secretarial
•Word
Processing

l\orrell

· 20 % DISCOU.N T with STUDENT I.D.

,.,..

..

Cash & Carry 423-5771 .
2118 .Edgewater Dr.

.

~,.,.~,.,

1

By driving less, planning

,

trips more wisely and
keeping our cars in tune,
we'll keep saving gas. And
money-because wast.ed gas
is wasted money.

~r

ll1Tlf BY LIJllL
Bllllmll!

~·
"
P

,,.~~

rSTUDENT GOV'T
1
OFFERS
·

LEGAL SERVICES
-

Student Government seeks to provide
students at the University of Central
Florida with legal services in matters affecG o t Problems with:
ting their welfare as students. Services
provided include landlord-tenant, conLa n d lo rd s
sumer, ~d discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and
Insurance
name change transactions.
Contracts
Our program offers legal advice, conThe Police?
sultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of services. Call
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 275-2538 or stop by SC 210 for more information or an appointment.

SERVICES, INC.

Student
Government
Forum
for Student Body President
and Vice-President·

March

19
12-2 on the SC Green
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<tambribge <ttrclt
Save Dad $9,000
Live In A New Townhome
For Him ·

It's Really True,
when your dad buys a new town.
home and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

Quality construction and
convenient floor plans. . · Plus a $2,300 Savings

we will pay all closing costs during

our 'reconstruction sale from now
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Only $2,500 Down,
$331 per mo.*
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You can own a 2 bedroom 2112
bath townhome with dishwasher,range,
microwave,refrigerator, washer ,dryer,
alarm system,and more.

I

I

L __ -Jr-ii::U - - .
LLJL..' I• dw :1

H- h-1 ~0··1r
1

Living Room

Up to $7 ,400 Tax Write-Off

,____.__1__
I

up- - U

available in the first full year of

Bedroom

owe~ership.

13' • 11•

Phone Home
Dad really. can save money with
your help. We can help you show
him how. Tell da~ to call us
today or come by this week.

... ..

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

University Blvd.

UCF

• S49.900 s le pnce.S47.400 rnorlgoge ornoun l
Based on 7%% convenl1onol 30-yeor
fin nc1ng 13°io APR Urniled lo 3 lo lo l loon poin ls.
lnleres roles sub1e0I lo chonqe wilhoul nolce

Ci
·c

....

'Cambridge Circle

>< J!~
ca

c
S.R. SO

Hours:
Call John Nauman or
9-5 Mon.-Fri.
Dave Parker
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Developement Corp.
appoint ment
1
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Bailiff-turned-star

The life and times of Rusty, a TV bailiff
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

I am going to
B EWARE!
make a comparison between the TV show The People's Court and the rock band
The Rolling Stones. Sensitive
readers are advised to proceed
with caution.
It's really not as awful as it
sounds. It's just that
sometimes the easiest way t.o
make a point is by comparing
two things that ordinarily
cannot be compared-like apples and oranges.
Take the Stones for exam·
.,,II> pie. Singers and songwriters
·K Mick Jagger and Keith
~ Richards get all the fame and
~ glory, but without "the best
~ rhythm section in rock 'n
~ roll," Bill Wyman and Charlie
n
~ Wat ts, they would still be
~.c. knocking around seedy London pubs.
And so it goes with The
Rusty Burrell, left, with Judge Joseph Wapner and reporter Doug Llewellyn, right, help
People's
Court. Mention the
straighten small claims out on The People's Court.
ci.

show in conversation and see
what kind of response you
get. Everybody knows
Joseph A. Wapner, the quickwitted, sometimes acidic; but

Starr's
Celebrity
Showcase
always fair judge who
dispenses justice five days a
week. Everybody also knows
Doug Llewelyn, the m~n who
can ask "after all that's happened, can you still be
friends?" over and over and
always make it sound fresh
and insightful.
But nobody knows Rusty.
Rusty the bailiff is to The
People's Court what Watts
and Wyman are to the
Stones-the glue that holds
the thing together, the grease
Rusty, page 16

Levi John: the man and his music
by Richard Truett

for 40,000 people in Trinidad.

Future Staff

In an interview with the

own in the Caribbean,
D Levi
John's name is a
household word. In Europe
and Australia, he is a much
sought after performer. Now
he has set his sights on conquering the nation, but not
from New York or Los
Angeles like most artists do,
but from Maitland. John's 1975 hit "Baby It's
A Miracle" proved a popular
item indeed. The song topped
the charts in Europe, the
Caribbean and Australia; it
eventually made it to No. 7 on
the U.S. charts. Since then
John's popularity has
mushroomed considerably.
He has had his own TV show
and in 1981, John performed

singer Tuesday, I had the
privilege to meet the man
behind the music.
Handsome, lean and informal, John casts a carefree
charismatic shadow. One is
instantly charmed by his
sincerity. He has a genuine
love for music and performing
live. He talked with about
how he creates music.
"I don't get up in the morning and say I'm going to write
a song; it doesn't happen that
way with me. I start writing a
song by feeling something inside, feeling something to express,'' he explained. ''Some
people express it by jogging,
some by talking politics. I express it by singing a song
with melody and words combined at the same time. l t

may take five minutes for the
whole layout of the song."
John adds, ''After a song is
written, I have to select the
rhythm track, and we have to
tune every instrument."
After the writing and tuning
and rehearsing, then the real
fun begins: recording. ''Recording is a big experiment. It is
one of the biggest ex. periments after medicine.
You always innovate," explained John.
The producer plays an important part. "The producer
is the man with the money.
He sits down for hours and
says let's try it again from' the
top. He is the man who puts
the magic in the music,'' he
said. And then comes the mixing; this is when the producer
Levi, page 17
Levi John hails from the W ~st Indies and has played his
brand of Caribbean music. to audiences all over the world.

Deceptive ad draws studeAts

Ministry uses seminar
by Wayne Starr
and Richard Truett
Future staff

mder the guise of a

U "rock 'n roll" seminar,
the Kardia Campus Ministry
attracted about 50 students
Wednesday night, and then
exhorted them with Christian
doctrine.
Frank Gennaro, a 1983
graduate of Florida State
University, presented slides
of album covers and played
excerpts from various mid to
late 1970s hard rock bands in
an attempt to prove to the

front for recruitment

In an attempt to prove his
point, Gennaro listed several
symbols used by Satanists,
including a cross with an upside down question mark, a
hexagon, a goat's head and a
"curved" four. He then showed where these symbols appeared on album covers and
sleeves by such varied acts as
Upon learning of the real the Doors; The Rolling
reason for the gathering, Stones; Earth, Wind and Fire;
several members of the au· KISS and Jefferson Starship.
dience, who, based on an ad
Morrison, who died in 1971,
posted around campus, had
·expected to here ome revela- "observed the mockery of
tions into the life and death of Christ,·· Gennaro said as he
Doors frontman Jim Mor- presented the cover of an
original L.A. Woman album
rison, walked out.
crowd that . Satan has
substantial influence on many
rock bands. He urged the
crowd to turn to Jesus as the
only means by which to
escape the evils cast upon an
unsuspecting American
record-buying public by the
devil.

in which Morrison is shown land ... I'm on a highway to
hell," came up, he commented
being crucified.
that shortly after the song
He also cited a 1977 issue of was recorded singer Bon
TIME in which KISS singer Scott choked to death on his
Gene Simmons admitted the own vomit.
band's name is an acronym
for "Knights in Satan's Ser·
"But they didn't learn their
vice,'' and ex-drummer Peter lesson. Their new singer_
Criss said, ''I find myself evil. (Brian Johnson) -sounds the
I believe in the devil as much same and with songs like
as God.''
'Back in Blac~' and 'Hell's
Bells' they continued on their
Gennaro then played satanical track," he said.
several ACeDC songs. When
"Highway to Hell" which
features the lyrics ''Hey
Rock, page 20
Satan, paid my dues ... I'm on
my way . to the promised
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that keeps the machine cranking. Quite simply, Rusty is
the backbone of this operation.
But who is Rusty Burrell?
Is he more than just a man
who reads the case names and
hands photos, receipts and
paper-napkin contracts to
Judge Wapner? He certainly
is. The retired Los Angeles
county bailiff has had a career
filled with exciting moments.
From Charles Manson to
Caryl Chessman, from Barbara Graham to Patty
Hearst, Burrell has been in
charge of maintaining order
throughout hundreds of sensational trials.
Manson, he says, ''used to
say to me, 'Rusty, why don't
you let me go?' adding 'I
could get up and leave right
now."' To which Burrell
would respond, ''Charlie, you
won't even get to the door."
Chessman, who was executed in 1960 for kidnapping, was just the opposite.
Burrell would accompany him
to the prison law library each
morning before escorting him
back to his cell in the afternoon. "He was always polite,
never a problem,' ' Burrell
says.

Burrell attributes his ability to get along with all types
of prisoners to a simple
philosophy: "I detest the
crime they are accused of, but
I don't detest them. I always
treat the person with respect
and dignity."
Burrell's selection as bailiff
for The People's Court was
not accidental. He worked as
a bailiff to Wapner during the
judge's 20 years on the L.A.
County Superior Court bench.
When Wapner retired from
active duty, he met with executive producers Stu Billett
and Ralph Edwards, whose
other shows include Truth or
Consequences, and Name that
Tune, to discuss the feasibility of televising small claims
cases-those cases of up to
$1,500 in damages under
California law . To add an air
of authority they agreed a
bailiff was needed, and as
Burrell tells it, "The judge
told Ralph and Stu that there
was only one guy who could
be bailiff-me. At the time I
was working as the L.A.
County Supervisor of
Bailiffs. "
Burrell did the pilot episode
and afterwards was asked by
the producers whether he

David E. Hankins, O.D.
(UCF, 1977)
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thought the show had a
chance of catching on. Having
had a grand time, he said he
laughed and said, ''Hell,
you've got a gold mine here.''
That was three years ago.
Now The People's Court, is
seen on 150 U.S. stations and
is beamed to 16 foreign countries.
Burrell attributes the
show's success to its authenticity. The cases are real and
the legal procedure of the
Small Claims Court of California is followed to the letter.
The only differences are that
decisions are rendered imm edi at el y-in California,
litigants receive decisions in
the mail about a month after
the trial-and the show
guarantees to pay any assessment imposed by Wapner.
According to Burrell, this incentive encourages participation, but it also has its
drawbacks.
"In a regular court they
won't be embarrassed," says
Burrell. ' 'Wh~n they come on
The People's Court they risk
looking like a fool in front of
millions· of television
viewers.''
And despite the fact that
the losers suffer no out-of-

pocket expense! some are still
quite annoyed when they
leave the courtroom, which is
actually a studio located at
L.A.'s KTT-TV •. Channel 11.
Luckily, Burrell says, "most
of the assaults on The
People's Court are just verbal. But I do have to escort a
lot of people to their cars.''
Perhaps not surprisingly,
Burrell says he has found the
most trouble occtirs in divorce
cases, in which he has
substantial experience, both
in . L.A.. County and on
Divorce Court, a popular
1950s show in which divorce
proceedings were reenacted.
Burrell says he feels the
show plays an important role
in society by serving as a
teaching mechanism. ''The
show is informative. People
will benefit by seeing these
cases, ones they can identify
with, and learn what rights individuals have," he said.
Adults are not the only
ones who learn from The People's Court. School children
throughout Los Angeles
regularly take field trips to
see tapings, as do law
students from Whittier,
Loyola, Pepperdine and other
Southern California law

schools.
Ratings are a major concern
of all commercial TV programs and People 's Court is
no exception. But Burrell
says that Judge Wapner's
number one concern is people
and their preoblems. In fact,
many cases that are brought
to the court never make it to
the TV screen.
"Lots of times, the dispute
is a family argument-two
brothers, mother, daughter,''
the bailiff says. ''Judge
Wapner will talk to them
calmly in his chambers and
quite often the dispute is
resolved without the need for
a .trial.''
Since a week's worth of
shows are taped in one day,
the Metropolis, Ill., native
has plenty of time to enjoy his
retirement-and his new
found fame. He plays golf as
often as possible, which is
where he is often recognized.
"Just the other day," he
said from his California home,
"somebody came up to me on
the golf course and said 'you
look familiar, aren't you .. .'
Now I know what they're going to say, so I said 'Yup,
that's me', before he even
finished the question. '' Many
people also ask him for pie, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . tures and autographs, he

$$$PART TIME$$$

*Opportunity to build an
_employment record.
• Gain valuable job
•
experience.
• Two shifts (10-2),(5-9)
• No selling- Set appointments for ,representitives
*Training program ~vailable
* Alta·m onte Springs area.

FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 331-0066 ·
Colorado
Prime
Inc.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
Bettar Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

notes.
Only 58, Rusty, who got his
nickname because his hairwas once red, credits his four
and ~ half-year old granddaughter with keeping him
young. "I'll take her to
Disneyland and she'll drag
me aroung the park all day.
I 've got to stay young just to
keep up with her," he
chuckles.
The bailiff discounts the
satirical jabs taken at the
show by the likes of Saturday
Night Live and The New
Show, in which among other
things, a Judge W apner for
President campaign was launched.
"They wouldn't be doing
those things if the show
wasn't so popular and educational, " Burrell says. "Imitation is the highest form of
flattery.''

CABA.REY PRESENTS
UCF NIGHT
* Every Monday Happy Hour Prices All Night
* Movi·es, Dancing, Live D.J.
* Domestic Beer, Wine, and Well Brands

4200 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando , Florida 32803
(305) 898-4 251

* Present l.D. for 2 for 1
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Life with a 'couponer'
can get pretty wild
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

I was at the supermarket
with my roommate yesterday.
The pleasant clerk rang up his
purchases and said, "That
will be $16.43, please."
My roommate then produced a sheaf of small papers,
shuffled through them, and,
without a word, handed them
to the cashier. "Okay," she
said, ''your new total is
$9.09."
As we walked out of the
store my roommate turned to
me and said, "Pretty good,
huh? Almost half-off with my
coupons on double coupon
day." "Yeah, uh, . that's
great," I said. "But what are
we going to do with all that
baby food?"
"It doesn't matter. It was
only 19 cents a jar with my
coupon,'' he shrugged.
"And what about the ten
pounds of Monkey Chow? The

and engineer decide how
much bass, or how much
guitar sounds right. To date,
John has authored over 500
songs.
Once the song is recorded
and pressed it is shipped to
radio stations. But cracking
the American market has not
been to easy for John. Most of
his success has come in
England where his records are
played· regularly on The
British Broadcasting Company. "Radio stations in
Europe will play a song just
because it is good. They don't
worry too much about formats," explained John.
Born in Grenada and raised
in Trinidad, John's music is
unique. "I grew up listening
to country and western
music,'' says an amused
John. ''Artists like Hank
Williams, Jim Reeves and
Patsy Cline." Record companies have an unfortunate
tendency to lump musicians
into a group. Anyone from
The West Indies is expected
to play reggae. But Levi John
does his own thing. "I want
people to understand me, not
as a West Indian, but as an
artist. His newest single
"Can't Seem To Get You Off
My Mind'' is a curious marriage of country and reggae; it
has an infectious melody com- ·
bined with John's sincere
delivery.
The greatest thrill of being
a musician for John, so far, is
traveling. "I have traveled
extensively throughout
Europe and learned about different peoples' culture." Currently, he is wrapping up his
latest al bum and is
n~gotiating a music video
project. His home base now is
Central Florida (Maitland),
"because the quality of life is
better."
John will perform on the
K.A.R.E telethon on WESHTV, Channel 2 between 2 p.m.
and 6 p.m. on Saturday.

cat hardly touches his own
food as it is!"
"So we'll save it. It was
practically free with my
coupons! You should never
pass up a deal,'' he said. ·
"It's. not such a deal when
we had to drive five miles. to
get to the store with the right
products!" I shouted. "You
waste more gas and time
tracking down the stores than
it's worth!"
"Look," he said ·pointedly,
"you have your hobbies and I
have mine. At least mine
saves us some money.''
''And another thing,'' I
said, "I'm sick and tired of
goi-ng through the paper in
the morning and finding half tion of the coupon system and
the pages cut out!''
why it works. He told me that
"Well, if I don't get to the some stores offer double or
store as soon as the coupons triple coupon days in order to
come out, those dizzy attract other, non-coupon purhousewives will snap up all chases. He smugly revealed
the deals! "
that frequently, unaware
On the way home in the car, clerks won't notice that the
he gave a detailed explana- added value of the coupon ex-

\

\
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ceeds the price of the item,
and the customer is in reality
paid to take the particular
item home.
He told me how his
coworkers pooled their
coupons and traded secrets
about publications that
feature many coupons in their

ads. He admitted that most
companies use coupons to
test new products on the
public and that frequently the
items are just throwaways
that no one .in their right
mind would ever buy at full
Life, page 18

Nissan
Sport Truck 4x4

Nissan King Cab
Deluxe4x4

Lo~

factory-sponsored financing!
Over 20 models to choose from!
We've got the kind of rough, tough,
ready-for-anything truck you want at the
kind of price you're willing to pay.
And now, for a limited time only, you
can save even more with 8.8% annual
percentage rate factory-sponsored financ- ·
ing. J(s available now to qualified buyers
at participating Datsun dealers.
Think about that! You could be driving
a luxurious Nissan King Cab® XE or any of

our other economical Nissan Ji·ucks. We've
got over 20 models in all! And with most
you get seating for three-four in the King
Cab (except Standard and MPG). Plus the
most powerful standard engine in the
class. Come in today for a test drive. With
8.8% A. P.R. factory-sponsored financing
and our low prices, you'll drive away with
the best deal in town!
*Annual Percentage Rate

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
- 1983 N. Semoran Blvd. 1 mile North of Hwy 50 between Colonial and University Blvd.
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How to avoid the perilous pitfalls of unpaved parking lots
by Vivian Katz

•Enlist the help of anyone
and everyone-fraternity
brothers, sorority sisters,
If you think about all of the drinking buddies and
harrowing experiences that classmates are great. Ad.encompass the life of a college juncts may do it for a sixstudent, registration is not so pack, associates for at least a
bad.
dime bag. Full professors will
People will tell you that scoff at you as well as fail you
popcorn and peanut butter in their courses.
and jelly are culinary
•Unpacking the golf bag,
delights, especially when the seven semesters' worth of
rent, tuition and "that time of books, assorted .drug
the month" are all overdue. paraphernalia and a cooler
But, the real terror on our with a case of empty Bud
campus today is "getting cans might take quite a load
stuck in the sand."
off of the car. Do not forget to
Most of us have had it hap- repack once the mission is acpen at one time or another. complished lest you receive a
Once is usually enough and citation for littering our camthe lesson learned will go with pus. Judging from the looks
you ·through life. Here are. ~of thi~gs, this does not hap"
so11!'e ~afety ti~s to. follow, pen too often though.
taking mto cons1derat1on that
•your chances of receiving
almost 40 percent of UCF a citation are even greater if
students P,a rk in the tern- you ask a UCF police officer
p.orary dirt lots for their en- to help you in your quest for
tire school career.
freedom. They will dispense
our-wheel drives are easier advice, snicker and turn on
to maneuver in soft dirt and their flashing lights to call atsand than are two-wheel tention to your dilemma-all
drives. Recognize that buying without actually 'lifting a
a new car is not a practical or finger to help.
thrifty solution once you are
•Probably the first thing
stuck.
you should do is to check and
•Sturdy boards will pro- make sure you are in gear. No
vide an adequate stabilizing ·Car worth its weight in lemons
force and with all the _con- will go anywhere in neutral.
struction on campus, they are
e Once you are safely on
easy to find. Beware ~f firm terrain, also known as
nails-getting a flat will not pavement, leave campus immake the job any easier.
mediately and as discreetly as
Future staff

~
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possible. Repent your sins
and pray that you never have
to go through it again.
Actually / getting stuck is
not so bad if you are a female,
as you are more likely to be
successful in enlisting
assistance. I found this out
when getting help from two
Orange County paramedics
departing the Rollins-Georgia
baseball game. A load of
thanks to Michael Mahler and
Dennis Tillman for their kindness ,
patience
and
perserve r ance.

··· --

,
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price.
"That must be where the .
Scents of Pittsburgh air
freshener came from," I interjected. My roommate glared
at me. "We'll use that! I'm
just waiting for something to
stink up the house!" he shot
back.
When we got back to the
apartment I went up and
unlocked the door. My roommate checked the mail in the

hall. "All right! We got a
whole packet of coupons from
the store down the street!
And look! Here's a whole
bunch
for
femin.ine
products ... deodorant, hair
removers,, makeup," he exclaimed. "This will be such a
saving for when I have a
wife!"
I went into the apartment,
closed the door behind me,
and put the chain on.

g CPt21~
You really haven't tasted Italian Food
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-
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Before ending the meeting,
Gennaro demonsfrated
"backwards masking, " the
controversial technique that
many in the small crowd had
come to hear. According to
Gennaro, many bands, including Queen and Rush,
record messages that can only
be deciphered when played
backward. He said there can
only be two possible explanations for the backwards
, messages:

: United Way
~ because it's
: the fairest
: waylknow
:' of helping as
: many people !
:, as I can!'
:
:
'

,
'

:
'
:
'

''

'''
''

''
'
'
'

- De mpsey Wilson, :
Polie'c Ojf in•r '

,
•Accidental- "but the
' odds _on strings of syllables
There are as many good :
·
h
reasons to give to your
, commg toget er to form
United Wav as there are
: _words and even sentences are
good peopJe who do.
' mathematically impossible,"
'' he Sal'd•

'
'''

Thanks to you.
it works.
f"or all of us.

·: nl • """''' s.'"" 011 • •,
'

'''
''

~

0 ''
'
'

Z

N~~:.~ed Way

& Tt1c AO vc r t1 s1ng Covnc••

'

'

•And the musicians are
manipulated by Satan to include the messages. ''This expianation is the most valid,"
Gennaro said.

smoke marijuana, ' ' and on
Led Zeppelin's classic "Stairway to Heaven," · " ... My
sweet Satan, no other made a
path... " can be heard.
After taking care of these
preliminaries, Gennaro got
down to the main purpose of
the
evening's
gathering-"savjng souls."
He explained that before he
devoted his life to Jesus
Christ, ''I told myself I was a
Christian, but that was only
in my mind, not in my heart.' '
With that, he requested any
members of the audience who
wished to devote their lives to
Jesus to stand up and proclaim, "I will follow Jesus."
Gennaro led two prayers
and dismissed all those who
did not care to make further
religious connections.

NO ONE HERE GETS OUT ALIVE
MARANATHA ROCK ANO ROU. SEMINAR

"And do not pomdpoU in the unfruitful dttdJ of darlcness. but insleod eucn UJ>O" them. - Ephalon• 5: 11

Mick Jagger said a few years back. "It's only 1ock and roll ... Sure . most young people like it and it is only
just rock and 1011 ... . or is it? Vladimir Lenin said that the quickest way to destroy a society Is through its

music . Could ii be that someone is trying to brainwash you 1hroui1h you1 stereo or the cassene recorder

that's plugged Into your ear?
find out through a lact-fllled mini-semtN1r that includes tapes and concert footage . The truth JUSI may be
the most startling thing thar's ever happened to you .

:
:

''
'''
'~ .......•..•....•.... )'

Played backwards, part of
Queen's
1980
smash
"Another One Bites the
Dust," sounds like "start to

WHEN

Ads featuring a picture of Doors' lead singer Jim Morrison
and the title of his biography announced the m.eeting.
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Women lose in first
round to Bentley
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The Lady Knights' hopes
for a possible national championship were abruptly ended
Tuesday night, when they
lost in the opening round of
the Women's Division II
tournament t9 Bentley College, 61-44, in Waltham,
Massachusetts. It was the
third consecutive trip to the
natioanl tournament for the
Lady Knights under the
guidance of head coach Joe
Sanchez.
The 18th-ranked UCF
women took the game to.
Bentley in the first half. Sanchez started four forwards in
Susan Patz, Dorine Van
Tongeren, Rochelle Lee, and
Christine Strahl with hopes of
intimidating Bentley. With
the ball handling skills of
Karen Harvey, the strafegy

paid off in the first half, and
the Lady Knights owned a
27-26 lead over 10th-ranked
Bentley at halftime. Head
coach Joe Sanchez said that
the women played well defensively in the first half, but added that offensively, his Lady
Knights were not as sharp individually as they had been in
past games, a problem which
would haunt them later in the
game.
The game went back and
forth for most of the duration
of the second half. But an offensive cold spell late in the
game proved fatal. Bentley's
full-court pressing defense
became difficult to handle.
Harvey, being the principle
ball handler on the floor,
became the brunt of Bentley's
defensive attack. Harvey
managed to beat the press
much of the time, but once
she was able to get the ball
downcourt, her teammates

"

The Lady Knights, here recieving the Sunshine State Conference trophy, finish their season
with an outstanding 23-7 record.
could not get the ball in the
hoop. "When we stopped execl,lting" said Sanchez, "we
made some costly turnovers.
We also missed some open
shots.''. The Lady Knights

hit only 8 of .27 field goals during the second half, an
average of less than thirtypercent. Sanchez attributed
this poor performance to a
la~k of shooting accuracy in-

side. The UCF rebounding
performance contradicted
their lack of an inside game
though, as the women-pulled
Women, page 23

Knights blast Villanova 14-1
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

The UCF men's baseball
team (9-7) exploded for 14
runs in the last three innings
to defeat Villanova University, 14-1, at UCF Wednesday.
Solid defense, and sound pitching from Joe Santiago (3-2)
who held Villanova to only six
hits for the game, helped the
Knights seal the win.
Ben Spitale, coming in to
the game with a .422 batting
average, started things off in
the sixth inning with a double
and Butch Vinson followed
with a single. Then Kenny
Wright doubled to score both
on an error by the Villanova
shortstop Rich Faggioni.
Wright finished the day with
three RBI's.
Tim Barker reached on a
~ single -and stole second base.
~0 The. steal was his second of
.g the week and eighth sucl!l
·~ cessful attempt of the season.
· ~ Four more Villanova errors
Concentration is the name of the game in baseball. Is this a followed and when the dust
ball or strike on a Knight batter?
settled the first four Knights

to bat in the sixth inning had
all reached home safely to
make the score 4-0.
Villanova answered back in
the top of the seventh when
Dan Mostardi doubled to
centerfield and scored on Rich
Howden's single to bring
Villanova within three runs of
the Knights.
But that was all the offense
Villanova could muster, as
Santiago began to pitch even
stronger. UCF coach Jay
Bergman asked Santiago, in
the late innings, if he wanted
to finish the. game. Santiago
said he wanted to finish the
job he had started.
Six of the 10 starters for
UCF all had perfect fielding
records going into t.he
Villanova game: Spitale, firstbase; Dave Cable, catcher;
Tim Barker centerfield; Vinson, , rightfield; Wright, left-

field and Odie Koehnke, second base.
But Koehnke dropped down
to mortals' level when he committed a throwing error in the
seventh-inning after flagging
down an apparent base hit.
As a team, UCF has only committed 18 errors in 16 games
for a .964 fielding average.
UCF opened up the offensive flood gates in the eighth
inning by scoring eight runs
on only four hits. Vinson
delivered a double to give him
his third RBI on the day.
Then pinch-hitter Joe
Dawson put the ball over the
rightfield fence for another
three runs.
· The Knights will play two
games today. At 12:30 p.m.
the team will take on St.
Joseph Colle~e. followed by a
Baseball, page 27

Skiers recognized as standouts
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

Two UCF ski team
members were named to
World
Water
Skiing
magazine's "Skiers of the
Year" team for 1984. Marcia
Jochim and Ken Wai tt were
chosen in the magazine's
April issue, based on performance throughout the year,
their ability to balance sport
and education, and their commitment to their team and

community.
Jochim, an engineering tech
major, has been on the water
since she was~ years old. At
age 25, that gives Jochim a
considerable amount of experience, and that experience
has made the difference. "It's
great," Jochim said when asked about her achievement, "I
feel like I deserve it."
One would tend to agree
with her. A severe knee injury
not only forced Jochim out of
competition, but it was

believed she might never ski
again after her 1980 season.
Not only was the injury
severe, it was also untimely.
Jochim had been skiing at
Florida Southern College, and
injured the knee only three
days before the national meet.
Doctors told her that she
could never ski again, but she
had other plans. In the summer of 198 2 Jochim began
skiing again and entered, and
Ski, page 22

The ski team has been flying high since opening its season.
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Ken Waitt demonstrates some of the skills that brought him national honor.

Phone: 277-8015

mijterB~
JJ-airjfgling
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807
Directly Across from Point After
Open:lues. & Fri.9-9
Wed. & lhurs.9-6
Sot.9-5
Berman-Moster Stylist

Ski---'---------------------from page 21

Nail Sculpting,
Tips, Mending,
Silk wrapped,
and Manicures

began skiing for UCF ~hat petitors were scoring before
fall. Now she ranks among her
InJ ury
increased
the top 50 women in the dramatically, so that when
world.
she began skiing competitiveBefore her injury, Jochim ly again, she was behind.
had ranked in the top 20, but
while she was busy getting
Jochim is a native of
over her injury, the rest of the Evansville, Ind., where she
world kept improving, and grew up with her seven older
the number of _p oints com- · brothers and sisters along the
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For hair you can flaunt...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.
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GRADUATE DEGREE
PROGRAMS IN

F~~~~uElf~UF~iM
OTHER DISCIPLINES

The School of Architecture at Florida
A&M now offers two graduate
degrees for students who have
undergraduate or graduate degrees
in other fields.

THE 3 SEMESTER MASTER OF

provi~9~~~~r~ll

This degree
orientation
to the architecture profession and offers
students the opportunity to acquire
knowledge and skills in the Schools
areas of curriculum emphasis.•

THE 8 SEMESTER MASTER OF
ARCHITECTURE

This is a professional degree, involves an
accelerated curriculum and qualifies
graduates to seek licensure as a registered
architect. On an electjve basis.students may
also acquire knowleoge and skills in the
School's areas of curricul!.Jm emphasis.•
• The School's areas of curriculum
emphasis are Architectural Practice,
- Building Science and Technology,Low
Cost Construction.Architects in
Government and Industry and Architectural Programming and Design.
Within the areas.course concentrations are availaqle in man~nviron
ment relations,computers,design
methods,management,building
economics and energy applications.
$93,000.00 in graduate financial aid
will be award to students admitted
for the fall term,1984.
For additional information and application
materiols,please col l or write:

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
FLORIDA A&.M UNIVERSITY
TALLAHASSEE.FLORIDA 32307
(904) 599·3244

UCF's nationally ranked ski team.
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AND PICNIC -

$kiing for W ~tt has been

§ more of a recreational activi~

ty. He got into the sport out
of personal interest, so it may
come as a surprise that he
chose to attend UCF for the
§
ski team. Waitt is the past
§ president of the Ski Club, and
is currently the team's capc.Q>~<Q><Q>r..Q-><.Q>c.Q><.Q><.Q>~<Q>c.Q>c.Q>..q..,<Q>c.Q>~ tain.

L
' -

Waitt is from Maine, a
state not known for its great
skiing, where he competes
during the summer. Last
summer waitt placed third in
§ the Eastern Regional com§ petition, which includes most
of the New England states.

MASS

§

W aitt has a different story.
He has been skiing for only
six years, and already he has
become a standout in the
men 's division. ·"I've worked
very hard for the past few
years," Waitt said. "It's
great to be recognized. "

~

Sunday March 25
1O :30 Q m

2

Ohio River. She has been competing at the amateur level
for 15 years. Jochim has been,
and still is the reigning
Midwest Region champion,
while she competes at UCF intercollegiately. She still has
one year of college eligibility
left, but may pass it up to attend graduate school.

AND FUN
ALL WELCOME

WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

IUllCll~1

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS &WATER PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr. 2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
Orlando
644-9327
275-9327
630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-9327
.

§

"

~

Student
Governmen t
deserves much of the credit
for the team's success, according to Waitt. "Our team has
come . a long way thanks to
their involvement. " Student
Government provides the ski
team with the money to buy
and maintain equipment, and
other necessary items.
The ski team has been in
two tournaments so far this
year. Natalie Roberge, whose
brother and sister are both
professional skiers, has lead
the women 's team to team
victories in both tourneys and
remained undefeated herself
in every competition. The
men's team has won the
slalom event in both tournaments. In collegiate competition, men 's and women's
teams compete separately in
the slalom, trick, and jumping
events. The results are then
combined for an overall team
placing, a rarity in collegiate
athletics.
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UCF bats are cracking
after d~mping LaSalle
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

Dave Cable and Tim Barker
put a damper on LaSalle's
spring break as both Knights
got three hits in three at-bats
Monday as UCF defeated La
Salle 8-4. LaSalle out-hit UCF
11-9, but LaSalle committed
three fatal errors and stranded 10 runners on the base.
Cable started things off in
the first inning with a double,
and then scored when Ben
Spitale hit the ball through
the left side of Lasalle's infield.
In the second inning Barker
reached first base after hitting a slow roller down the
third base line that La Salle
third
baseman
Mike
Gallagher could not reach in
time. Barker stole second
base, his seventh of the
season, with a tremendous
jump off of LaSalle pitcher

centerfield to give the
Knights a 2-0 lead.
Jay Bergman Jr. lead off
the third inning with a triple
and then scored on Cable's second single of the day. Then
Barker lead off the fourth inning with a triple and scored on
Kenny Wright's sacrifice fly
to increase the Knight lead to
3-0.

LaSalle came roaring back
in the fourth in.n.ing with
three hits and scored three
runs to bring LaSalle within
one run of the Knights.
Then the Knights struck
with four runs in the fifth.
Bergman started off the inning by reaching first base on
LaSalle shortstop Bob Shannon's error. With Cable up to
bat, Bergman took off for second and Cable hit the ball in
the space vacated by second
baseman Fred Ewrmann, who
was covering second base to
catch Bergman stealing se-

A Villanova runner slides safely under the glove of UCF's Ben Spitale.
cond. The perfectly timed
"run and hit" forced LaSalle
into two errors, scoring
Bergman.
To top off the scoring for
the Knights, Barker cleared
off the bases with a home run
over the left field wall to put

the final score at 8-4.
The competition gets
fiercer for the team as the
season wares on, so the
Knights will have to generate
some consistency before going into the bulk of their conference season beginning

later this month.
Coach Bergman has been
impressed with his teams
defense and pitching all year
long. Now he says that his
team's bats have come alive
and they couldn't have come
along at a better time.
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Sports B·riefs
Mike Pavick sank a sixfoot birdie putt on the second extra hole last Friday
to lift his team to the championship of the "Home on
the Range" team scramble
golf event held on the UCF
Driving Range. Twenty
golfers competed in what
was to be the final "Home
on the Range" event of the
year. But the tournament
will be back by popular demand on April 20. This will
be a two person, best ball
event with tee times
scheduled from 2 p.m. until
5 p.m.

•••

This year's Intramural
Floor Hockey season iE
scheduled to get underway
on March 19, with games
played weekday nights in
the gym. If you have not
signed up yet, the entry
deadline is March 20 at 4
p.m. in RS 117.

•••
The Recreational Serices
noontime aqua-dynamics
fitness class will begin
March 20, in the swimming
pool. This is an in-water exercise class that ~akes
fitness both fun and
refreshing. can 275-2408,
stop by RS 101, or come to

one of the classes Tuesday
or Thursday at noon for
more information.
The National Conference
on Youth Sports will be held
at the Ramada Inn Court of
Flags Hotel in Orlando,
March 21-23. Dr. Richard
Magill, sports psychologist
at Louisiana State University, long jump world record
holder Bob Beamon, · and
two-time Olympic champion
Bob Seagren will be some of
the featured speakers.
For more information 'contact Mike Schneider, conference coordinator, ·at (305)
684-1141, in West Palm
Beach.

Olympians to speak on youth
Bob Seagren, Olympic gold The meeting is sponsored by
medalist, Tim Thompson, ex- the National Youth Sports
ecutive director of the Coaches Association.
American You th Soccer
The conference will be held
Organization, Dr. Richard at the Ramada Inn Court of
Magill, sports psychologist at Flags Resort Hotel in OrlanLouisiana State University do, and will feature many
and Bob Beamon, long jump tailor-made seminars and
world record holder, will be clinics for recreation professom~ of the featured speakers
sionals. It is also recommendheadlining the National Con- ed for YMCA directors, boys
ference on Youth Sports and clubs and Christian Youth
Annual Membership meeting. Organization-type directors,

as well as youth league officers, team managers,
parents and volunteer youth
sports coaches.
Seagren will be the keynote
speaker at the opening session to speak on "Youth
League Sports Should Be
Positive." Magill will speak
on dealing with parents, and
Thompson will deal with rules
Youth, page 27

Fencers g·et funds for
equipment, meets
by Scott Gunnerson.
Future sports

Fencing is making a comeback at UCF. The sport,
which involves competitions
in three different events, has
recently been granted funding
from the Student Government. In the past the team
had operated, for the most
part, independently, but with
the grant the team hopes they
can now become a force in fencing in the state.
In UCF's first tournament
at the University of Florida in
Gainesville, the Knights surprised a field that included
the University of Florida and
Florida State University by
winning ·t he competition
outright.
In the fencing team's second bout at Florida Institute
of Technology the Knights
proved that their first performance was no fluke, placing
second. Steve Martinez suf·
fered a mild concussion in his
bout, a result of, according to
Martinez, poor conditions at
FIT's tournament. Martinez
incurred his injury in a bout
against UF when he tried to

back up to avoid letting his
man score. He lost his footing
in his retreat and caught his
fall with the back of his head.
The women's team did well
despite having to forfeit
because of injuries to
Elizabeth Davis. The forfeit
came in a team-member bout.
The Knights next match
will also be held on the campus of FIT. But UCF will
have to duel without the services of team captain Steve
Martinez and co-captain
Steve Butler. Both Martinez
and Butler have exhausted
their NCAA eligibility in the
sport of fencing. "I am looking for a good fencing performance both in form and tactics at FIT where the Florida
Intercolligate Association
championship tournament
will take place,'' said Martinez, who also serves as one
of the "team's principal
coaches.
Fencing is a lightning fast
sport that has been called
"physical chess." With the
heavy uniform that has to be
worn, temperatures inside the
uniform will reach in excess of
112 degrees. This adds a great
deal of physical difficulty to the sport and makes endurance a must for any competitor.
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FOX HUNT LANES
A Townhome Community
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Young's signing is richer in terms of comedy
Sports
commentary
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The big_news in sports this
week: Brigham Young's
gre~t-great-great-etc. grand·
son, Steve Young is not going
to be a member of the Mormon clergy ... at least not yet
anyway. But Young's prayers
must have been answered
Monday, when he signed a
$40 million contract with the
Los Angeles Express of the

United States Football professional football player.
League.
He broke more than a dozen
Let's discuss the terms of records in his career at BYU.
this momentous signing, shall But $40 million dollars
we? In the first four years of worth? I think not.
the contract, Young will
Other terms outlined in the
reportedly recieve $1 million contract are a $100,000 per
per year and the contract may year endorsement policy with
possibly continue until the a savings and loan company
year 2027. That is 43 years to in Salt Lake City; a scholaryou and me.
ship fund for BYU worth
According to my expert · $183,000 over the next twencalculations, the average pro- ty years; a charity fund; and
fessional football player can deferred payments which will
only play for about 10 years stretch well into the next cenmaximum. But let's keep in tury. All of this on top of a
mind the fact that Steve $2.5 million signing bonus.
WHEW! I can't even imYoung is not your average

agine bucks in those terms.
Still, the most intriguing
fact has to be 43 years. Does
this mean that the Express
expects Young to play that
long? Maybe the Express
would be interested in my findings? Oh questions, ques·
tions ! What you people want
is answers. I'm sorry, I cannot help you there. So, what
the hell, let's just go ahead
and speculate.
Theory 1: Steve Young will
play for Los Angeles for 43 .
years. Then, in the final year
of his contract, he will open
up negotiations with the

Good friends will give you a break
when you're-broke.

management to discuss his
future with the team. If the
team does not satisfy his
demands, Young will undoubtedly go to the newly
formed MFL(Mormon Football League).
Theory 2: The USFL will,
God forbid, become yesterday's news, and Young will
find himself begging on the
streets of Rexburg, Idaho,
where he will be picked up by
the fledgling Rexburg
Rockers.
Theory 3: Here's a really
feasible idea. Steve Young
will be really smart and purchase a National Football
League franchise for Salt
Lake City. (Send your mascot
ideas to the Future, and we'll
forwru:d them to Steve.)
Theory 4: Steve Young will
be a flop. The Express will be
stuck with a loser, and be
forced to have him "rubbed
out."
Theory 5: The Express will
use a new "changed our
minds" clause formulated by
newly appointed USFL commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Theory 6: Young will die.
while under contract, and the
Express management, in an
effort to make-sure he fulfills
his contract obligations, will
have him stuffed and
mounted on the sidelines, and
Young will play only when absolutely necessary.
Theory 7: Young will remain so and play forever.
Theory 8: I will get bored
formulating theories and
Steve Young Will spend the
rest of his life waiting for me
to get another idea.
I could go on and on. But
please keep in mind the fact
that this is all theory, based
on future developments. In
any event, the St~ve Young
"Saga," should be interesting
to say the least.
In short, hmmmmmmmmmmm ...

Correction
Last week in Mike
Rhodes' Sports commen·
tary "Senate should stop
dwelling on athletic fee,''
he incorrectly printed the
first, unamended version
of Proposition UCF, and
not the version that was
pa_ssed by the Student
Senate. The major dif- ·
ference in the final draft
was that total fee in·
creases for students
should not exceed an increase of more than one
percent.
The Future regrets this
error.

The dinner was sensational. So was the
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that
you insisted on buying broke your whole
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the
time the coffee arrived.
~ ~~
A nudge under the table and a certain
destitute look in the eye were enough to
produce the spontaneous loan only a
good friend is ready to make.
How do you repay him? First
the cash, then the only beer equal
to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

American
Red Cross

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

c 1984 Beer Brewed in US A by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee WI
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Keep up your
family's health.
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SUSSllP~CE
2bedrooms,
2baths

$48,900
,.

Sussex Place offers you East Orlando's very
best home ownership opportunity! Our 2 and
J bedroom townhome villas feature spacious
d.esigns, a long list of popular standard
features onq outstanding value-bad~ed by ·
Central Florida's .leading n~w home builder.
And it's all in a great location close to UCF,
Westinghouse, shopping centers, schools, ~
banks, entertainment and hou~s of worship.
Sparkling beaches ore an easy drive and fast
access to the East-West Expre£Sway mal~es
all of Central Florido convenient to you.

MOVE UP TO THE
AFFORDABLE
TOWNHOMES OF
SUSSEX PLACE!

~

. l. . _ _ _

Own the new home you wont-at a remarkably affordable
price with low monthly financing tailored for you!

I SNEAK PREVIEW! PRE-COMPLETION DISCOUNTS! I

..~.·

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
J05/281-6J9J
1/B mile east of Alafaya Trail on
Highway 50.

·
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* $48. 900 sole ,price. $46. 450 mortgage amount.
l3ased on 7 1h Yo convennonol JO-year financing.
1J % A.PR. Interest rotes sub3ea ro change
wirhour norice
lOUAL

HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Full details or our soles center.
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